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Precincts for annexed areas 'ugly, but it works'
meeting at the courthouse
By TOM BERRY
Wednesday morning. However
Staff Writer
the new map must be completed
It was a difficult job full of and presented to state election
twists and turns, but the officials for approval.
Calloway County Board of
Coursey said although some
Elections has come up with a of the areas are located close to
proposal that will incorporate others, some had to be placed in
newly-annexed areas of the city adjacent precincts that also
of Murray into existing city vot- accommodated existing magising precincts for the 2006 elec- terial and school districts.
tions.
"What we do in a situation
Ray
this is to include the new
Clerk
like
Calloway County
into an existing city
new
area
the
d
propose
Jr.
,
Coursey
those
plan to board members during a precinct so the people in

areas can vote in city elections,"
Coursey said during the meeting. "But the Saratoga Springs
area is a separate school district
so I decided to bring this area
back in and hook it up with
Murray (precinct) II."
Coursey noted that the
arrangement doesn't look very
neat, but was necessary.
"It's ugly, but it works," he
said.,
Residents living in new
developments located at the

northwest corner of the Ky. 94
and Robertson Road intersection
will vote at the West Kentucky
Expo Center on College Farm
Road with voters in Murray's
Sixth Precinct.
Coursey said Ky. 94 is a
dividing line between magisterial districts, so voters living in
the Owen-Campbell Annexation, as well as two large areas
north of Wiswell Road but south
facing
Road
Squire
of
Robertson Road, will vote in the
Eighth Precinct. The area also

includes a new development building at Murray High S. hf)4)1
north of Woodgate Dnve sur- on Doran Road.
rounding the Robins Court area.
The Saratoga Springs subdi
"So I couldn't stick the vision on Wiswell Road was
annexation placed in the Eleventh Precinct
Owen-Campbell
he said. because all areas north of
Sixth,"
Murray
the
onto
"So I had to come up with a way Wiswell are in a different school
of hooking them up with district. However those living in
the subdivision will have to wait
Murray's Eighth District."
The Eighth Precinct, which until the board finds a place for
will now include voters in Finch Eleventh District voters to go to
Alley, the Falwell annexation the polls before they can be
and the Garland property, will informed about where to vote.
vote at the Murray-Calloway At this time, that location
County Area technology Center remains undecided.
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subdivision by the City of Murray into three existing vot-

ing precincts for the 2006 elections. Voters in Saratoga
Springs, a new subdivision under construction at the corner of Ky. 94 and Robertson Road, and others located

Mathematician says
beliefs have no
room in classrooms

Muddy Waters
Retired MSU
professor says
Kentucky Lake
is filling up
with mud

By TOM BERRY

Staff Writer

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Kentucky Lake is filling with mud,
according to Dr. Jim Sickel, emeritus professor of biology at Murray State
University. who helps monitor sedimentation in Kentucky Lake. Since retiring in
July, Dr. Sickel has assisted MSU's Mid
America Remote Sensing Center(MARC)
with hydrographic mapping of the lake to
determine trends in seaiment accumulation.
Accurate hydrographic mapping involves a
survey grade depth sounder with GPS
equipment connected to a computer, he
said.
As to the exact status of the sedimentation buildup, Dr. Sickel said, "The exact
status has not been determined yet. Dr. Burl
Naugle and students at MSU's Mid
America Remote Sensing Center(MARC)
are studying the graphs. Anything I say
now would be speculation based on limited
information. Sediment accumulation varies
depending on the area of the lake. Some
areas of the deep channel have accumulated six feet in 60 years. or about a tenth of a
foot a year. At this rate, in another 200
years the bottom of the lake would be filled
to the depth of the penstock openings at the
dam power plant. Then I would expect sediment accumulation to slow because more
suspended sediment would pass through
the turbines rather than settle out. Much of
this depends on the weather and amount of
'water flowing through the lake. It also
depends on land use practices all up and
down the valley. Soil conservation efforts,
and wise agricultural and construction
practices, all improve the situation."
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Life more interesting

There is no place for the
teaching of supposition and faith
by evolutionists or creationists
in the science classroom that
should be restricted only to the
presentation of scientific fact
from which students can draw
their own conclusions about the
origin of life. That's the opinion
of Mike Riddle of Answers in
Genesis, who spoke before
about 150 students and faculty at
Murray State University's
Curtis Center theater Thursday
afternoon.
Answers in Genesis is a fraternal order of scientists and laymen from all academic fields
that argue scientific evidence
regarding the theory of evo-lution in seminars and debates
across the country.
Riddle, a specialist in mathematics and computer science
who has worked for the Rand
Corporation and other technology companies since the 1960s.
said the teaching of science with
only an evolutionary interpretation — a standard in science
classes nationwide — is a fallacy that is not serving the cause
of science and is a disservice to
students.
"If I tell you only part of the
evidence, and you believe it,
then you have not been taught.
You have been indoctrinated,"
he said.
The debate regarding evolution and creation has been
waged since before the famed
Scopes Monkey Trial in 1925. It
has taken a turn recently with
the intelligent design movement.
Tuesday, the Kansas Board of
Education approved new science standards to be taught. The
new standards say high school
students must understand major
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dd If

you only
part of the
evidence, and you
believe it, then you
have not been taught.
You have been
indoctrinated.
— Mike Riddle
Answers in Genesis
evolutionary concepts. But the
also declare that the basic
Darwinian theory — that all life
had a common origin and that
natural chemical processes created the building blocks of life
— have been challenged in
recent years by fossil evidence
and molecular biology.
In addition, the board rewrote
the definition of science, so that
it is no longer limited to the
search for natural explanations
of phenomena. The new standards will be used to develop
student tests measuring how
well schools teach science.
Ironically. the same day voters in a Pennsylvania school district voted out eight board members who had backed a statement
regarding intelligent design.
Riddle said evolutionary theory about the origin of life is
nothing more than belief and
supposition — not science —
and filled with "logical fallacies
and a misunderstanding of science,- such as the teaching of
abiogenesis — the belief that
living things evolved from dead
matter.

MI See Page 2A
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Grand jury report would violate secrecy
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FR.ANKFORT, Ky. tAPi -Gov. Ernie Fletcher met with a
former Democratic state representatise about a job in a state
highway garage. an appointment
that became the subject of an
indictment of Fletcher's former
chief of staff, according to evidence released Wednesday by
the attorney general's office.
Bill McCune, who was
appointed to the state Personnel
Board by Fletcher, said in an email he met with Fletcher and
former Rep. Jim Maggard in
Fletcher's office in May 2004.
"It was our understanding when
we left the governor's office that
this job would go to Jim," the email said.
The communication is one of
the first links that puts Fletcher
in the middle of the kinds of
Merit SyMem hiring decisions
that have been at the center of
the lengthy lpecial grand jury
investigation,of his administration.
All of those personnel
charges. though. have been misdemeanors. which have a oneyear statute of limitations.
Fletcher spokesman Brett
Hall said Wednesday he did not
know if such a meeting took
place.
McCune sent the e-mail in

August 2004 to Fletcher's
deputy chief of staff. Richard
Murgatroyd. Murgatroyd forwarded it to Daniel Groves, who
was Fletcher's chief of staff:
Murgatroyd was indicted on
personnel-related
several
charges and was among those
pardoned by Fletcher in late
August 2005.
Groves was indicted in
September on one charge of
political discrimination for
arranging the Maggard hiring.
Though a Democratic state repJackson,
resentative from
Maggard supported Fletcher in
the 2003 gubernatorial campaign.
The e-mail was contained in
a pile of documents filed by
Greg
General
Attorney
Stumbo's office to obtain a
search warrant for computer
files of John Stanton, a former
employee of Local Initiatives
for a New Kentucky — LINK.
Stanton left the governor's
office on Oct. 14, a Fletcher
spokeswoman said.
LINK has been described in
previous court proceedings as a
vetting service for hiring political friends in state Merit System
jobs that were supposed to be
filled based on the qualifications
of an individual. Fletcher said he
would abolish the agency, which
had offices in several regions

across the state.
Subsequently. it was revealed
that the office was simply reorganized. Fletcher said it serves
an important role in constituent
services.
Hall characterized the search
of Stanton's computer on
Wednesday as "political theater.
Just another act in this Greg
Stumbo flying circus."
The warrant and latest political skirmishing comes the day
before a Franklin County Circuit
Court hearing that could determine the fate of the special
grand jury investigation.
In court documents, attorneys
for Fletcher said Wednesday
grand jurors would violate their
oath of secrecy if they issue a
report on what they have found
during an investigation of
administration personnel practices.
Fletcher's lawyers want
Franklin County Circuit Judge
William Graham to order the
jury to stop indicting people
because, they argue. Fletcher's
pardon wiped away any crimes
that could be charged. The one
notable exception would be
Fletcher, who excluded himself
from the pardon.
Graham has scheduled a
hearing on the dispute Thursday,
when the special grand jury is to
resume its work.

The investigation has been
going on since. May and produced indictments of 13 individuals. mostly for violating state
personnel laws. On Aug. 29.
Fletcher pardoned the nine people who had been indicted up
until then and said it also was an
amnesty for anyone who might
be charged with, a crime that
took place from the beginning of
his administration in December
2003 until the date of the pardon.
Fletcher's argument takes
several avenues.
First, the pardon erases any
crimes that can he charged and
therefore the grand jury cannot
indict anyone.
Second. the grand jury cannot issue a report that names any
individual who was not indicted.
Fletcher's legal team contends.
At the same time, the grand
jury has issued five indictments
since the pardons. And prosecutors have said they will ask for
more charges if the evidence
warrants.
"The prosecution's abuse of
the grand jury's powers must
stop." Fletcher lawyers said in
briefs filed Wednesday.
"The pardoned individuals
have paid a significant financial
and political price for their
acknowledged mistakes," the
briefs continue.
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Prescription drug benefit confusing some senior citizens
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Medicare beneficiaries are not
enthused about the program's
new prescription drug benefit,
which begins enrolling its first
participants Tuesday.
A survey of older people
finds them divided into three
camps:
II 37 percent view the program unfavorably.
•3) percent have a favorable
opinion.
IN 31 percent said they just do
not know enough about the benefit to have an opinion.
"Seniors still are having a
hard time. Seniors still aren't
really prepared. and they're
going to need a lot of help to
make the choices they need to
make under the law," said Dr.
Drew Altman, president of the
Kaiser Family Foundation.
which undertook the survey
with the Harvard School of
Public Health.
The foundation conducts
health research and has no affiliation with any company providing prescription drug coverage
through Medicare.
Many beneficiaries already
have drug coverage. That factor'
was listed as the No. 1 reason
why people would not be
enrolling in a private plan this
year.
"When you look at the people
who say they don't plan to
enroll, it's mainly because they
already have coverage. They
have coverage through a former
employer or through a Medicare
health plan, and that's just
great," said Mark McClellan,
administrator for the Centers for
Medicare
and
Medicaid
Services.
Among those surveyed who

said they lacked drug coverage,
only 28 percent said they would
enroll. Twenty-three percent
said they would not and 49 percent did not know.
"It depends a little bit upon
which survey you see,"
McClellan said. "I can get five
other numbers from other places
that show a lot of interest in
enrolling among people who
don't have coverage now."
The survey, taken through
telephone interviews of 802
respondents Oct. 13-31, has a
margin of sampling error of plus

or minus 3.5 percentage points.
Altman said it will take a
year or so to get a sense of what
beneficiaries think about the
law.
"It's just too complicated for
them to get it from a brochure.
or a Web site, or to answer the
critical question of, 'What does
this mean for me?" Altman
said. "Unfortunately, it's going
to take a real world test for us to
figure out whether this works or
doesn't work."
John Rother. director of policy and strategy at AARP,said he

is not surprised that people have
yet to warm up to the drug benefit.
"This was a program enacted
as part of a very high-profile,
partisan controversy," Rother
said. "And the other thing is, the
benefit is not what people had
hoped to see."
Rother said AARP, which has
partnered with an insurer to provide a drug plan, believes people
should view the drug coverage
much like homeowner's or car
insurance.
"It's really peace of mind that
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$10 Gift Card
v:itri every $bu puicnase of Basic Blind, fauv Wocu
Plantation Blinds. See store for details.

Whitfield
secures money
to fight meth
WASHINGTON, D.C. —
U,S, Rep. Ed Whitfield
announced Wednesday that he
has secured $350,000 to combat
the methamphetamine drug epidemic in Kentucky's First
Congressional District.
Tho $350,000 is administered
by the United States Department
,of Justice, which in turn dispenses the funds to the Pennyrile
Narcotics Task Force for training and equipment for officers
involved with _the cleanup and
investigation of meth labs.
Funds are also distributed to
local police departments and
Sheriffs' offices for overtime
pay and equipment.
"This money is very important for local law enforcement as
they continue to battle the meth
problem in our area ," said
Whitfield. "The task force has
trained over 200 lab certified
officers and conducted more
than 300 meth education classes
for first responders, schools, and
church groups in the First
District,"
Currently, the Task Force is
participating in the Walk your
Land program, the result of a
partnership between the Task
Force, the Kentucky State
Police, Eastern Kentucky's
Operation UNITE program, and
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service. Walk Your
Land provides law enforcement
officers and landowners with a
photo guide and fact sheets to
assist in the identification and
disposal of hazardous materials
used to manufacture meth on
rural farmlands. This program
is innovative in that it represents
the first time law enforcement
and cooperative extensions have
joined forces to address the public health implications of producing and using meth in a rural
state, like Kentucky.
In addition, the Task Force
has founded Operation Kids, a
program which provides a collaborative, multi-disciplinary
response to children discovered
in meth labs. Increasingly, children across the First District are
exposed to serious toxicities and
dangers in home meth labs
which can be threatening to a
child's health and well-being.
Through Operation Kids, local
coalitions are formed between
law enforcement, social services, and health care providers to
ensure that endangered children
receive the proper care and
attention they deserve.
After hearing from local law
enforcement about the meth
began
problem. Whitfield
requesting targeted funding to
Including this
combat it.
$350,000. he has obtained a total
of $4.9 million for the First
Disteict over the past six years.
The funds announced today are
contained in the FY 2006
Science, State. Justice, and
Appropriations
Commerce
Conference Agreement.

lion. Additional financial aid
will be provided to those with
low incomes.
The federal government will
spend an estimated $720 billion
over the next 10 years to subsidize beneficiaries' drug purchases.
The inspector general for the
Health and Human Services
Department recommending on
Wednesday that the government
be prepared to give millions of
older people personal attention
if they expect them to enroll.

you're buying." he said. The
program has an out-of-pocket
cap feature that limits the yearly
amount a particular participant
would have to pay for medicines.
Congress passed a prescription drug benefit in 2003 as part
of the Medicare Modernization
Act. Under the program, beneficiaries can voluntarily enroll in a
private plan that pays for a portion of their prescription drugs.
People will pay a monthly
premium, an annual deductible
and a portion of each prescrip-
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Get serious about
immigration
reform in the U.S.
invisible illegals who have no
rights and no responsibilities.
•Prosecute visa overstays.
Half of the people who live here
illegally entered the United
States with legal visas and overstayed them. All 19 of the Sept.
II hijackers came here under
the law and then stayed on after
their visas had expired (or
should have been revoked
because they did not attend
school, having entered on student visas).
That we cannot rid our country of these illegal immigrants is
hard to understand. We have
their names, photos, fingerprints, addresses and phone
numbers, but we do not deport
them.
The main reason for their
immunity is the lack of deportation judges and courts and the
inadequate number of holding
cells for detainees. Of the
160.000 people the United
States arrested as illegal immigrants last year. 120.000 were
released, without hail, back onto
our streets. We need a massive
expansion of judicial infrastructure to cope with the probletns
of illegal visa overstays.
President Clinton helped to
lower the crime rate by dou----bling-the-prisonspace3MViet- his
good neighbors and the United
1994 anti-crime bill. We need a
States should act to regularize
commitment of similar magnithe traffic of immigrants into
tude.
the country by the kind of borS Regularize cash shipments
der control that only a well
A vital form of foreign
home.
positioned fence can offer. This
Mexico and the impoverfor
aid
WASHINGTON (AP) —
is no Great Wall of China seekof Central
countries
ished
rising debate over
Amid
ing futilely to keep out the rest
remittances sent America's legal and moral oblithe
is
America
of the world. It would he a.
each week by illegal immigrants gations in the treatment of sustriodern, high tech affair. spotto their families back home.
pected or potential terrorists.
ting breaches and relaying the
of State Condoleezza
Secretary
men
Mexican
Last year.
information to highly mobile
said the United States will
Rice
to
billion
I
$I
sent
here
working
them
border guard units to plug
always play by international
their wives and children — the
up.
rules.
of forsource
leading
second
MI Establish a legal guestThe top U.S. diplomat was
oil
after
earnings
eign-currency
worker program. Nobody can
Thursday to Middle
traveling
for the nation. We need to regudeny the manifest need of
Where President
nations
Eastern
proand
cash
of
both indiVidlialc--larite this-flow
Aniericans
and the U.S.
unpopular
is
Bush
vide immigrants with security.
and busioesses --- for the work
camp .at
detention
terror
low-cost
and
hank accounts
Cuba. is
that currently illegal immigrants
Bay.
amo
Guantan
ways to _send Money home.
provide. They wouldnot be - Shorthand fot a-foreign - policy
Combating illegal immigracoming if they did not have
seen as discriminatory to
tion need not smack of racism.
access to jobs. and there would
Muslims.
It is important to all American
he no work if there were no
"For the United States, an
citizens — Latinos and Anglos essential demo,' of the rule of
demand.
— and is in the national interlaw has always been and still
Bush's current program for
in our interest remains law among nations."
also
is
it
But
est.
is
good
a
workers
legal guest
to allow immigrants to come
Rice told. an American Bar
one and should he adopted in
legally.
here
settle
and
AsSociation international law
immigraof
broader
the contest
gathering Wednesday. "We have
Immigration is keeping
tion reform. But the plan should
include a track to citizenship for America young and vital. If not always respected our internawe
these workers, providing certain for the annual flow of 3 million tional legal obligations and
g
developin
in
world
the
led
and
have
legal
half
about
people
fluEnglish
as
such
criteria .
law."
nal
internatio
new
be
halt illegal -- we would
ency. English literacy and no
The first stop on Rice's trip is
much like the nations of
arrest record - to let them earn
for an international
Bahrain.
and
n
Europe. losing populatio
the right to become American
meant to promote
meeting
age.
ns
populatio
their
watching
citizens.
development and
y.
democrac
But we cannot afford the current
A guest-worker program will
le government in the
accountab
over
ts
immigran
of
flow
chaotic
end the leper colony within our
a full agena theoretical border. We need to Middle East. She has
borders of disenfranchised.
Arabia. which has
enforce the law and make it fair. da in Saudi
been working to rebuild a network of political and economic

President Bush seems
impaled on the false choice of
appealing to
the Hispanic
vote or
enforcing
laws against
illegal immigration.
Politically,
legally and
morally there
is no conflict
Morris
— and there
Advisory is a great
By Dick Morris deal of synSyndicated
ergy -Columnist
among these
objectives.
Bush, searching for a way to
recapture the national agenda.
needs to seize this issue and
make it his own. A full and reasoned program will galvanize
national support and unite the
nation behind tough measures to
enforce our laws and maximize
(immunities for those who
already use here legally.
Bush needs to:
•Back the fence. Walls
work. Just as the Israelis whose
West Bank fence keeps terrorists out and has reduced terrorist
attacks inside Israel to a fraction
of their former number and
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Anne Gearan
contacts with the United States. the United States coexist with
a long-standing ally estranged widespread popular distaste for
by the Sept. II. 2001, terror the United States and Bush policies.
attacks.
A Saudi detainee was also
Rice also will see Israeli and
Palestinian leaders at a delicate released from Guantanamo this
moment. Neither side has heed- week, but scores remain.
ed her advice to capitalize on American lawyers representing
Israel s historic withdrawal-of- --Saudi detainees said-in June-that
troops and settlers from the Gaza 124 Saudis were held there.
The treatment of the mostly
Strip two months ago.
prisoners picked up inMuslim
this
Bahrain
Headlines in
week followed the homecoming the global fight against terrorism
at is largely an issue handled by the
held
men
of three
Guantanamo for nearly four Pentagon and the CIA. But
years. "Free at Last!" pro- resentment over Guantanamo
claimed the English-language and abuses revealed at the Abu
Gulf News. The three were Ghraib prison in Iraq complicate
picked up in Pakistan shortly Rice's diplomatic agenda.
"When Americans violate the
after the Sept. II attacks and
whether in our country or in
law,
a
with
'
were never charged
foreign lands, we do and we
crime.
Three Bahrainis remain at the should hold them accountable
military prison. including one for their crimes as we saw ...
who has repeatedly attempted after the horrific events that
suicide. The Bahrain govern- sickened us all at Abu Ghraib."
ment said it will continue press- Rice said Wednesday.
-The virtue of the rule of law
ing U.S. officials for his release.
" Bahrain is one of America's is not that it erases all human
closest .allies in the Gulf region imperfection but that it upholds
and is home to the U.S. Navy's a standard of justice that enables
Fifth Fleet. As in other small democratic societies to improve
Gulf nations and in Saudi themselves over time."
Rice has been advocating
-\rabia. close official ties with

behind the scenes for modulating the administration's message
on torture and detainee treatment, but in her only public
remarks on the topic this week.
Rice said the United States is in
a "different kind of war."
"We, our allies, others who
have experienced attacks, have
to find a way to protect our people," Rice said Tuesday after
releasing a report critical of religious intolerance in- 'Saudi
Arabia. The administration protected itself "within the constraint of the Constitution and
cognizant of our values." she
said.
Vice President Dick Cheney
has led a White House charge to
exempt the CIA from a proposed
national ban on torture and the
administration has threatened a
veto over the issue.
Senate Democrats are pressing for creation of an independent commission to investigate
the
detainee abuse, and
European Union isinvestigating
news reports of secret CIA prisons in Europe. Bush on Monday
defended U.S. interrogation
practices and called the treatment of terrorism suspects
appropriate.
-We do not torture," Bush
said.
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Al-Qaida claiming responsibility
for Jordan hotel bombings; 56 dead

Obituaries
Mrs. Era Mae Young
Mrs. Era Mae Young, 95, Coldwater community, died today,
Thursday. Nov. 10, 2005. at 2:25 a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
A retired seamstress at the former Meritt Clothing Company.
Mayfield, she was a member of Coldwater Church of Christ.
She was married Jan. 28, 1928, to Jessie T. Young. who died Dec.
9, 1995. One brother, Collie Hill, also preceded her in death. Born
Aug. 27, 1910, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
Lkuidie Hill and Evie Darnell Hill.
Survivors include one sister. Mrs. Catherine Sue Wyatt and husband, James, Murray; two brothers, James Clayton Hill, Momence,
Ill., and Claude William Hill and wife, Jessie Mae, Mayfield.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange-

AMMAN, Jordan (AP) He also said Iraqis may have
Al-Qaida claimed responsibility
a hand in the attacks.
had
bomb
suicide
three
for
Thursday
-The al-Qaida organization
attacks on Western hotels that
killed at least 56 people, linking has become as a plague that
the deadly blasts to the war in affected Iraq and is now transIraq and calling Amman the mitted by the same rats to other
"backyard garden" for U.S. countries. A lot of Iraqis. especially former intelligence and
operations.
Police continued a broad army officers, joined this crimiments.
security lockdown and authori- nal cell." Kubba said.
Jordan's Deputy Prime
ties sent DNA samples for testBurkeen
Mrs. Winnie Lovett
Marwan Muasher said
Minister
attackers.
the
identify
to
A graveside service for Mrs. Winnie Lovett Burkeen will be ing
the blasts that alafter
shortly
reopened
were
borders
Land
David
Friday at II a.m. at the Palestine Cemetery. The Rev.
leader Abu Musab
in
Iraq
Qaida
12
nearly
for
closed
being.
after
pallbearers.
as
serve
Allbritten will officiate. Grandsons will
was
a "prime susal-Zarqawi
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 hours.
pect." The Jordanian-born alspokesman
t
Governmen
p.m. today (Thursday).
the Zarqawi is known for his aniBurkeen, 97. Rudolph Road. Dexter, died Wednesday. Nov. Bassel Tarawneh lowered
death toll by one, citing confu- mosity to the country's
9, 2005. at 2:15 a.m. at West View Nursing Home. Murray.
after the Hashemite monarchy. The claim
A retired employee of Meritt Clothing Company. Mayfield, she sion in the early hours
was of responsibility did not name
number
the
said
He
blasts.
was a member of Palestine United Methodist Church.
King Abdullah II but twice
slightly.
rise
to
likely
sistwo
Burkeen;
Don
Joe
Her husband, Rufe Burkeen; one son,
to the "tyrant of
referred
included
He said the Victims
ters, Nettie Lovett and Nellie Lovett; and two brothers, Wilburn
Jordan.one
Iraqis.
five
Jordanians,
15
Lovett and D.A. Lovett. all preceded her in death. Born Oct. 15,
In the attacks, the suicide
Palestinian, three
1908, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late Oscar Saudi, one
bombers detonated explosives at Image from television shows a view of the lobby of the
30
;
Indonesian
one
Chinese,
Towns.
Lovett and Dollie Lovett
the Grand Hyatt, Radisson SAS Radisson hotel in Amman Jordan, one of three hotels
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Townsend and others hadn't been identified.
and Days Inn hotels just before 9 attacked by suspected suicide bombers. Wednesday,
us
simultaneo
nearly
The
wife,
husband, Dudley, Benton; three sons, Bill Burkeen and
p.m. One of the explosions took Nov. 9. At least 52 people have been killed and more than
also
Wednesday
late
attacks
Murray.
Bonnie,
wife,
and
Murray. Dexter, James Ronald Burkeen
place inside a hall where 300 120 were injured in the explosions. The Radisson explopeople.
than 115
and Edison Burkeen and wife, Thelma. Hardin; one brother, Grover wounded more
were celebrating a wed- sion ripped through a banqueting room where about 250
guests
sevdetained
They
said.
police
Lovett and wife. Dortha Mae, Murray; 11 grandchildren; 20 greatding.
although
overnight,
people
eral
and
nieces
people were attending a wedding reception. (AP Photo/
grandchildren; 11 great-great-grandchildren; several
Wednesda>.
late
Until
held
being
those
if
unclear
was
it
APTN)
nephews.
Amman - a comfortable, hilly
were of suspects or witnesses.
posted city of white stone villas and
claim,
al-Qaida
The
Morel Austin Frost
attackers and later fled in a vehi- showed Abdullah inspecting the
site, said glitzy high-rises - had mostly
The funeral for Morel Austin Frost will be today (Thursday) at 2 on a militant Internet
sites of the blasts after returning
bearing Iraqi license plates.
cle
a target because avoided large-scale attacks and
p.m. in the chapel of Yokley-Trible Funeral Home, Tompkinsville. Jordan became
on
insisting
official.
The
home early Thursday. cutting
was a welcome sanctuary of staBobby Reynolds will officiate. Burial will fol- it was "a backyard garden for
not
iS
he
.
because
anonymity
an official visit to
short
the enemies of the religion, Jews bility in a troubled region.
low in the Old Mt. Herman Cemetery.
reporters,
to
speak
to
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known
most
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Al-Zarqawi
Kazakhstan. He later presided
and crusaders ... a filthy place
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
being
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DNA
that
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suidevastating
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for
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center
a
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...
over a meeting of his security
Mr. Frost, 67, Tompkinsville, died Saturday. for the traitors
to determine the
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Iraq.
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cide
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chiefs, including police and
Nov. 5, 2005, at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,
often against U.S. targets but identity of the perpetrators,
indebe
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posting
the
of
Tenn.
intelligence.
it also against Shiite Iraqis. He has _including two suicide bombers
_ _ A truck driver. he was a veteran of the United pendently verified, but
_
v s. frequented
Tlic
appeared on an Islamic Web site shown a flair for propaganda who blew themselves up in two
States Army.
Aniericans among
and
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of the separate hotel attacks. A
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was married May 6, 1977; two sons, Steven Frost and wife. Lisa.
for Al-Qaida in Iraq, equally active.
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of
in-law, Mrs. Darryel Lee and husband. J.T., all
brothers-in-law, Edward Paschall. Nashville, Tenn., Carves Paschall
and wife, Darlene. McKenzie. Tenn., and George Paschall and wife.
Betty. and Dudley Paschall and wife. Sandra. all of Nashville. Tenn.:
greatMURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
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CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED!
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When rush hour becomes
CRUSH HOUR.

nephews.

President E King Alexander
and the Murray State University
community cordially invite you
to attend a presentation by

•
•
visit •

Come
*A\ us at our
New
c\-;
kv-z , Location!

R ands I'bomb. o

SONY.
Dealer

•Sony Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
•Home Theater Systems
•Plasma & LCD TVs

Ask about our commercial
residential phone. sound
and security systems.

or

Sales
Service

Let us bid

(270) 753-7567
Mon-Fri: 9arn-6pm, Sat: 9am-4pm

•••••
mmik.

insurance coverage can help smooth the wrinkles and
crinkles you encounter along life's highway.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.

Murray. KY 42071
759-1033

•

your new
construction
project!
Installation

MURRAY ELECTRONICS, INC.

The road to work is paved with dents and dings. If you
get rammed in a traffic jam. can you afford to repair or
replace the transportation you depend On? Shelter auto

Ambassador Ilkin's presentation will
focus on the current reform effort at the
United Nations and Turkey's accession
talks with the European Union.

th & Arraclia

On Display in Our
New Showroom:

•

FRIDAY, Nov. 11, 2005
FROM 2 TO 3 P.M.
WRAT1-IER AUDITORIUM

Your Local
Authorized

509 North 8th Street
, Corner ,)1

THE TURKISH AMBASSADOR
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

'SITE

Arcadia

Chestnut

AMBASSADOR BAKI ILKIN

SHELTER
rkISURAINICI

•
%
Kentucky's
Universtty
Ivy
Public

•
I

&pm/ eduranon and rmpi•Nmera oppornanater 14 F I)

4 I mid,,s, ,

www sheitennsurance com
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Seek Shelter Today!
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Engagement

The local unit of The Salvation Arm)
will once again have the annual Christmas
Bell Ringing for donations during November and December.
Kerry Lambert, chairman of the unit,
said "we invite church groups, civic organizations, college students, sororities, fraternities and any individuals to take a day
or a two-hour time slot to ring bells and
help provide for the needy in our county."
The schedule is as follows: Nov. 24 and
Jo's
16
25 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Dec. 9 and
Datebook from 3 to 9 p.m.; Dec. 10 and 17 from 9
By Jo Burkeen
a.m. to 9 p.m.; Dec. 22 from 3 to 9 p.m.;
Community
Dec. 23 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; and Dec.
Editor
24 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
5.
To volunteer call Lambert at 762-1274 or 753-726

Photo provided
g on
Pictured are Jan Hough and Cheryl Pittman workin
Sale.
Bake
and
Bazaar
Berry
Holly
the
yeast rolls for

day
Holly Berry Bazaar Satur
and Bake Sale

will be SatThe annual Holly Berry Bazaar
Main
Church,
rian
Presbyte
First
at
a.m.
urday from 8 to 11:30
crafts,
and 16th Streets, Murray. Featured will be a tea room,
attic treasures and more.

Holly Berry Bazaar and
Bake Sale Saturday
The Hotly Berry Bazaar and
Bake Sale of First Presbyterian Church will be Saturday
from 8 to 11:30 a.m. at the
church. located at the corner
of Main and Huh Streets. Mur,ray.
• This marks the final bazaar
in the original building of the
church as the church will rebuild
in the spring.
"As always we will. have
an abundance. of homemade

yeast roils, breads, cookies and
pies. A number of beautiful
craft pieces including special
items such as an afghan by
Katy Schnautz will he on sale."
said Kathie Fleming. bazaar
chairman.
In addition to baked goods
there is an attic treasure sale
and silent auction with pieces
by Ralph Pirtman. The tea room
will he available for breakfast
dining pleasure.

church
Bazaar Saturday at
and Bake Sale

by the women of
The Sugar Plum Bazaar
to 2
St. Leo Catholic Church will be Saturday from 8 a.m.
kinds
all
of
crafts
be
will
Featured
hall.
church
p.m. at the
and lots of bakery items.

m
Stout and Cunninghaengage-

Mr. and Mrs. Alan C. Stout of Marion announce the
ment and approaching marriage of their daughter. Katherine
Elizabeth Stout, to Kory. Wayne Cunningham, son of Bro. and
•
Mrs. Ricky Cunningham of Dexter.
James
Mrs.
and
.Mr.
of
ghter
granddau
the
is
The bride-elect
Crider and of Mrs. Imogene Stout James and the late Howard
P. Stout, all of Marion.
The groom-elect is the grandson of T.G. Curd and Ron and
a
of
parents
the
Mr. and Nil, `din 1 alvve11 of Murray are
ham
at Shirlie Geurin of Murray and of Bobby and June Cunning
son, Reed . Glen I .11w ell, horn on Monday. Oct. 17, 2005,
of Dexter.
•
I I :12-9-nt
High
—Mi,sa—Stout—a-21103 graduate_ of Crittenden •County
2-2
d
-measure
arid
ounces
t2
potuas
9
weighed
l'he baby
meriia
is
She
ty.
Universi
State
broth- School, is a junior at Murray
1/3 inches. The mother is the former Brittney Stuart. A
tier of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. She is employed in the
yn.
Gwendol
and
Echo
are
sisters
two
and
er. i. Isaac
• office of student affairs at MSU.
Grandparents are Bobby and Carol Falwell and Jim and
Mr. Cunningham is a junior at Murray State University. He
Bridget Stuart. all of Murray.
also
is employed as youth pastor at Hardin Baptist Church and
Great-grandmothers are Nina Angelo of Murray- and Gwen
a
farmer.
is
Stuart of Lawton. Okla
at
The wedding will he Saturday. Nov. 26. 2005. at 4 p.m.
Hardin Baptist Church, Hardin.
A reception/dinner will follow the ceremony at the KenON -SITE
tucky Dam Village Convention Center, Gilhensville.
WORK PLACE
All relatives and friends are invited.

BirthAnnouncement

Reed Glen Falwell
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753-4704 • 293-5215

270-753-6361

or 293-3665

Volunteers are needed
for Christmas Bell Ringing

ACCESS Christian
Singles will meet

bazaar
Martin's Chapel plans t Church
will have a bazaar

1
L
to
a
Vii

h I
CI:
MI
via
tor
fro
for

Martin's Chapel United Methodis
on
of all types of items including tritZ,-white elephant, etc.,
church.
the
at
noon
Saturday from 8 a.m. to

DAR Chapter will meetof

the Daughters of the
Captain Wendell Our), Chapter
American Revolution will meet Saturday at 2 p.m. at the home
Members
of Mary Sue Hubbard, 800 Minerva Place, Murray.
should bring the used postage stamps collected for veterans
DAR
hospitals and soup labels and box tops to be sent to
schools. All members and prospective members are invited.

Genealogical Society will meet
will meet

Saturday
Calloway County Genealogical Society
The
Library.
Public
y
Callowa
of
annex
the
at
a.m.
11:30
at
Scotand
Ireland
in
s
ancestor
program will be searching for
land. Guests are welcome.

y
Veterans' Day Dance Frida
will be Friday from 7 to

SUBSCRIBE

COME JOIN THE FUN!
LAKER BASKETBALL

01
chi

Dc
I r
ye;
att.

y Night
Hazel Camp plans Famil
Camp 138 will have its fam-

Al
A.
rn4
Ye

Saturday
Hunter's Breakfast Breakfas
t will be Saturday

startThe third annual Hunter's
five
located
Church,
Baptist
River
ing at 4:30 a.m. at Blood
miles from New Concord on St. Hwy. 444. Everyone is welcome. For information call 426-2410 or 436-5318.

day
Alpha celebration Satur
Woman's Club

will have its
Alpha Department of Murray
100th anniversary celebration Saturday at 7 p.m. at the club
house.

CCMS Center collecting
Calloway County Middle School

The Youth Service Center of
is collecting food for needy families for the holidays. Parents
can help their children to. win a free pizza party, sponsored
by Domino's Pizza, by having your children bring non-perishable items to his/her class by Nov. 17. The class with the
most items collected will win the party.

V.F.W. Post 6291 will meet
Wars of Murray will meet
Post 6291
tonight at 6
sity Reserve
the campus
David Foley

of Veterans of Foreign
p.m. at the headquarters of Murray State UniverOffice Training Corps inside the Trio complex of
off North 16th Street. For information contact
at 753-5822.

Mother to Mother, a support
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Featured will he refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms,
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Tiffany Rougher at 436-5657.

ht
Glory Bound will be tonig
nd
and Ron Lovvern,
Featured groups will The Canaala Quarter
soloist at Glory Bound Entertainment on Thursday from 7 to
9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is
sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or
Renee Taylor at 753-1824.

Quarterback Club charters bus
School

has charThe Quarterback Club of Murray High
tered a bus for the football game between Murray Tigers and
Metcalf County at Edmonton on Friday. The bus will leave
the school at 2 p.m. The cost is $25 per person which includes
admission to the game. Seating is limited. To reserve your seat
call Kathy Erwin at 759-5413.
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at CCHS 762-7374 ext. 114
,For More Information Contact Col. Cowan
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Mother to Mother Grou
group for hreastteeding moms,

NEW CHAIR SEATS AVAILABLE

qui
Re

A Veterans Day Dance for adults
10 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. The cost will be $3
per person or $5 per couple and all tickets will be sold at the
door. A DJ has been hired and a variety of music will • be
played. For information call Thri Cobb at 753-0929.

Hazel Woodmen of the World
WOW
'ily night dinner Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Harmon
to
Lodge Hall on Lowry Drive, Murray. Members are asked
brine desserts.

— planning to attend call I-270Ky.
REIDLAND,
175
ACCESS Cfiris-tian-Singles--will -559-470 +ir-1-27-0-556-0
food
of
amount
proper
the
so
ip
fellowsh
monthly
have their
meeting on Saturday at Reid- will he available.
ACCESS Singles is an interland Baptist Church. Activities
tional group of, by and
denomina
will include volleyball and table
for Christian singles of all ages
games.
The Reidland Church Sin- in Western Kentucky and Southgles will host the event and ern Illinois. The only requireto
pros ide food for everyone, If ment for membership is
show up for the events.
For more information go to
http://wkaccess.aboutpaducah.c
om/.
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Special programs
scheduled in Land
Between the Lakes

Photo provided

PI provided

Linda Bennett, right , shbws her first place entry in photography in Natural History, in the club member division
at the first district meeting. Pictured, left, is club member
Vicki Singleton.

Adam Crawford, left, 11th grade student at CCHS, with art
teacher Glenn Leckie, shows his first place entry in drawing-charcoal, student division at the first district meeting.

gram at art gallery
Hazel Woman's Club hears pro
History in the club inermber
The Hazel Woman's Club
held its October meeting at the
Clara Eagle Art Gallery on the
Murray State University.
Club members admired the
work of Christine Boos, sculptor and Heather Accurso, artist.
Stasya Berber, MSU student
from Louisville was the guide
for the Gallery.

Later club members -went

to the home of Sandra Gallimore
for a business meeting and
refreshments. Sandra and Vicki
Singleton were hostesses. The
devotion was led by Janice
Wilkinson.
h was announced that Linda
Bennett , club membert, placed
first in photography in Natur-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday.
Nov. II, 2005:
Though you will be unusually lucky
this year, you still need to avoid
money risks that could tum your
finances upside down. Risk-taking
might be good, hut not if the consequences could be disastrous.
Romance could become spicier.
Others might find a new energy and
approach exciting. Work dominates
your plans or, if retired, the gualit
•of your daily life, If yett arntingle.
choices surround you left and right.
Don't count on a relationship being
long-term until you go through a
year with this person. If you are
attached, your relationship becomes
more exciting. ARIES pushes you
hard.

to

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll, Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; !Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You need to make adjustments, and if you do, you will find
yourself in a much better posi-

tion. At first you might be uncomfortable. But you will adapt and
feel quite good by the end of the
day.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Not everyone will always
be on your side or agree with
you. Remember, different opinions breed better results. Use
the differences to strengthen
your ideas. Aim for what you
want.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Others give you some flak,
but in the long run, you do A-OK.
Your ability to understand priorities carries you far. Be willing to
handle responsibilities, as many
tumble on you.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You need to detach at
the first sign of complications.
Don't get triggered, but understand more of what the situation's dynamics are. You will find
a point of agreement through
neutrality.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might need to
push yourself to come up with a

solution. At the same time, shy
away from risks. You need to be
responsible and take care of
yourself. A partner has many
excellent suggestions. Listen
rather than automatically say no.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Others want control.
You can fuss, but to no avail. You
know what needs to happen. A
loved one shares much more
than you might be ready to hear.
He or she is changing. Focus on
the positives.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Separate business from
pleasure. Intact, you,might need
to say no to someone or screen
your calls. Knowing your priorities will make all the difference.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your creativity could
cost you a lot. Think twice before
taking any financial risks -- at
least for now. Romance and
imagination could easily mix.
Add that special flourish.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Your stubborn streak could

from 7 to 9 p.m. Saturday.
Cost will be $2/S3 and reser)ations are requested by calling 1-270-924-2020. Those
attending are asked to dress
for the weather and bring a blanket or lawn chair and a flashlight.
Events at the Nature Station include "Born to Be Bald"
- 0 p.m. Saturday; and "Off
at 1 3
the Beaten Path from I to 4

p.m. Sunday.
Events at The Homeplace
will be "Pounding the Preacher" at 2 p.m. Saturday; "Good
Timber Warms You Twice" at
1:30 p.m. Sunday
For more information regarding times of programs and any
admission costs, call toll free
I -800-LBL-7077 or 1-270-9242000 or www.lbl.org.

of Women's Club at Paducah.

The next meeting will be
Nov. 17 at 7 p ni at Hazel
Community Center. Bonnie
Raspberry will present a lesson on "Jewelry Making."
Hostesses will be Pat Latimer,
Sharon Ray and Marla Thompson. Secret Pals will be

jDIABETES DAY!
Please join us to learn more about the disease
state of diabetes, new devices to administer
trisulin, and to utilize coupons for
free NovoLog0 70/30 pre-mix and
Novolog insulin.

rev ealed.

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

S.
he
be

al
division of Arts and Crafts
Contest, and Adam Crawford,
11th grade student at Calloway
County High School. sponsored
by Hazel Club, placed first in
drawing-charcoal in the student division contest held at
the meeting of the First District of Kentucky Federation

GOLDEN POND, K.
Land Between the Lakes has
released information about pro2rams for this coming week.
The Homeplace, Nature Station. Golden Pond Planetarium and Elk & Bison Prairie
.ire open Wednesday through
Sunday.
Deep Impact-Rendezvous
with a Comet will be shown
at 10 a.m. and .2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday and at noon
Wednesday through Friday at
the Golden Pond Planetarium.
Also shown will be Ring World
at II a.m. and 3 p.m. Saturday and Sunda!, and 2 p.m.
Friday: and Kentucky Skies at
I p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
A special event at the Golden Pond .Visitor Center will be
"Starry' Night. Coffee House

be the source el a problem.
Learn to flex, • and don't try to
control others. You cannot prevail over anyone's will. When
you let go, others find you easy
to work with. Let life flow.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Refuse to say too much.
You might have some personal
doubts that could be impacting
or even sabotaging your attitude.
Investigate an opportunity more
openly. Be friendly and listen to
others.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Deal with money matters
head-on. You find that others will
respond. A friend might have
what seems like a great idea.
Give yourself time to think it
through -- no quick decisions.
Tonight: Stick to your budget.

Thursday, November 10th
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
RITE AID PHARMACY
1200 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-8304
We hope you can take time to stop far afew
minutes. If you have friendsorfamily who
use insulin please bring them wifh-you
or tell them about it.
Educational Materials
Free Insulin
Free Pen Needles
Refreshments
Door Prizes

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your smile is that of a
winner. You will get what you
want if you know when to back
off of a particularly demanding
person. You are in control. Tap
into some of your great ideas.
Split town ASAP.

Sponsored by Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals

KOPPERIMD REALTY
S IN A ROW!
VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE REALTY 4 YEAR

Bill Kopperud

Kathy Kopperud

Member
Multiple
Listing
Service

"For Real Service in Real Estate!" 031
Si;

•47'

•. ,

2020 Thurmond Rd. - $370,900

647 Green Plains - $286,000

1828 Hopkins Road - $275;000

1243 Graham Rd. - $257,900

111 Thoroughbred - $242,500

34 Acres - 3 Stall Horse Barn - 30x46 Workshop

!et

of
t

409 N. 10th -$198,000

919 Johnny Robertson Rd. - $192.500

2012 College Farm Rd - $189,500

97 Wrather Rd. - $169,000

998 Applewood - $237,500

702 Poplar - $134,500

2377 Coles Campground - $124,900

1712 Plainview - $123,900

1219 Dogwood - $120,000

1705 Holiday - $139,900

1501 Kirkwood Dr. - $115,000

1587 Boggess Rd. - $93.500

6738 94 W.- $85,000

418 S. 9th St. - $64.9110

410 S. 6th St. - $95,000
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Acreage Overlooks Lake

New Roof and Renovations

Call...
753-1222
LOCAL FRIENDS

Click...

Come by...

www.murraykyrealestate.com

711 Main St.
GLOBAL MARKETING

753-1222
%rim Rotasom

752-0757

Judy Johnston
293-1238

Amy Roberson
293-5391

John Paul Nix
227-6205

Brenda limes
293-5518

Karl Iscmp I lo
2u5.1111

m urraykymalostate.com
EiMiniii111111.1111161111

Betts kticoat
293-1157

Rich Rollins
293-1416

kimherh Chester
293-1468

Earle,
75241077

Billie Wilson
978-0780

Liodt Itright
227-0851
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The Way Home encore is Sunday
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice will present
The Way Home on Sunday at 2
p.m. at Murray Woman's
Clubhouse. This encore presentation is being sponsored by
Murray Woman's Club. due to
an overwhelming response from
the community after the original
performance in March.
The cast consists of three
major roles played by Tonda
Thomas. Karen Olson, and
Martha Broach. There is also a
chorus. of speakers-, which
include Dorothy Hargrove. Lola
James. Pati Williams, Fran
Miller, Katye Olson Guess. and
Tory Daughrity.
All those involved bring a
unique experience to the performance either as a Hospice
caregiver. Hogpice volunteer,
cancer survivor, or experience
with end-of-life issues. This is
Photo provided
the same cast that performed the
theatre piece that tells
readers
a
Home,
Way
The
of
cast
the
of
s
member
are
event in March.
Pictured
ce
Many who attended the per- the stories of two cancer patients from western Kentucky written by Constan
formance in March had good Alexander.
things to say about it.
"It was a wonderful play," providers try to reach out to their
"It was uplifting," said Judy experiences. I wish more people
said Kris Ann Kaiser, Alpha communities to promote awareEldredge, Hospice Volunteer. could have attended."
Omicron Pi Sorority volunteer. ness of the care available at the
well.
done
"I felt like it was
"Most people wouldn't think of
life. The performance of
very informative, and in good "It was enlightening and eye- end of
it as being funny. but it was.
Home is one way in
Way
The
realize
don't
just
You
opening.
.
Trevathan
Margaret
"It was heart warming, yet taste," said
Hospice will be
MCCH
which
peofor
does
Hospice
all
heart wrenching." said Dr. Pat retired librarian and civic what
spreading awareness during the
ple."
ure
leader."
Williams, MSU Horticult
National Hospice Month month of November.
"I thought it was excellent,"
Associate Professor. .1t made
For more information, conto build awareness of hosseeks
"It
educator.
McNeary,
range
Sue
said
wide
you think, and feel a
Jimmie Joyce, Hospice
tact
month.
this
During
care.
pice
is
it
of emotions. The actors helped was very moving. So glad
or, at 767-2108.
Coordinat
hospice
the nation's 3.200
you appreciate the charaCters' being done again."

.Murray State grad book centers on customer service
Phillip Van Hooser. a 1979
Murray State-University graduate and .s ice president of the
Murray State University alumni
association, recently released
Willie's Way : 6 Secrets for
Wooing. Wowing and Winning
Customers and Their Loyalty.
Van Hooser, the president
of Van Hooser Associates. Inc..
in Princeton. Ky.. is a business
xpert. keynote
leadership
speaker and art/hor. He has presented (her 2.000 professional
presentations throughout the
United States, Canada. Mexico.
Darope and New_Lealand to cot-

poraie and association clients on •
leadership, motivation and communication skills, change management. team building and
service professionalism.
Based on a personal
encounter with a South Carolina
cabdriver.. William "Willie'
Watson, Van Hooser said this
book illustrates how to reconnect w ith the fundamentals of
exceptional customer service to
anyone with customers.from the
frontline to the boardroom. "If
you have customers. I'm confident you'll find this hook beneficial." he said. It on deal with

internal or external customers. if leadership ariii-e—tistomer serx ice
you're a novice or a seasoned has been published in numerous
employee, or if you work Under business publications including
challenging service circum- Investors Business Daily. The
stances, you will be a different author of three other books, Van
kind of service professional Hooser writes a monthly leaderonce you've learned the secrets ship column. "Transformational
Leadership Tips." and has proWillie employed."
prod. An active member of the duced 26 video training
p
Leadershi
The
including
ucts
on,
Associati
National Speakers
Van Hooser has earned . the Journey: Practical Skills for
Certified Speaking Prulessional Leadership Success.
The $19.95 book is axailable
designatioN. serves on NSA's
finance committee and. is past at area Barnes and Noble bookpresident Of the North Florida 'sellers. Borders bookstores and
Speakers amazon.com. or at bookstores.
Professional
on
expertise
Ibis
.Association.

MSU to host ArtShop
(GSA)
The Kentucky Center Governor's School for the Arts
seminars
will host a series of ArtShop master classes and
Kentucky high
throughout Kentucky this fall. These events give
form in a creschool students an opportunity to study their art
hometown
their
near
ent
environm
nurturing
and
e
ative, supportiv
Doyle
Price
the
at
held
be
at no charge. The Murray ArtShop will
3..m.
a.m.ao_4.1
9:30
from
Saturday
Center
Fine Arts
from
Students choose an art form to specialize in for the day
dance.
GSA's core offerings of architecture, creative writing,
or vocal
drama, instrumental music, musical theater, visual art
practicing
music. Students attend a workshop or master class
GSA and
their art with their fellow artists and learn more about
and .guest
the audition and application process. GSA's faculty
faculty from
artists are professional teaching artists and include
state and private universities.
Parents and teachers. are invited to attend a special workshop
of the
designed just for them during the morning portion
n
ArtShop. The free workshop will focus on the GSA applicatio
program.
the
of
alumni
to
available
process and scholarships
junior
GSA Arishops are open to any freshman, sophomore or
high
Kehtucky
a
attending
and
Kentucky
of
who is a resident
org or
school or home school. To register go to www.kentuckygsa.
call the GSA Helpline at (5021 562-0192.
the
GSA is a joint program of The Kentucky Center and
Commerce Cabinet.

Ky. attracts 180 authors
. FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- Trailblazer." which explores
Best-selling author Bernard role in making Kentucky a st.,
"Dak
Goldberg, TV actress Marcia and Neal Hammon's
Wallace and Kentucky favorite Boone and the Defeat at
Wendell Berry will be among Licks.180 writers at this year's
Kentucky Book Fair.
The state's largest book fair,
which raises money for public
and school libraries, is Saturday
1111088 • UN AN/ • VI • MI •AM
at the Frankfort Convention
BM • i• • Ill " ES
Orli la
Center.
Organizers say the 24th
annual fair will offer a variety of
titles.
Daniel Boone is the theme of
this year's fair, which will
inelude—a—sympesium--en—
Boone's life.
Goldberg. the conservative
View Our
author of "100 People Who Are
Inventory at
:
Entire
America"
Up
Screwing
Wallace, of "The Bob Newhart
www•
Show"; and Newsweek columthe
among
are
Clift
nist Eleanor
ben nettmotorsinc
high-profile authors attending
.com
the event.
Wallace. an Emmy-winning
actress, will be featured at a
breakfast and signing at the
Holiday Inn.
• The books on Boone include
"In the Footsteps of Daniel
Boone," a travel guide and hisBoone:
"Daniel
tory:

71111firtf,
Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

1-800-363-4720

The Weather Channel tries to loosen up
by bringing in comedian Lewis Black
By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
lie
NEW YORK IAN
Weather Channel forecast: a
high-pressure system of comedy
The cable
channel will
I eature
Lewis Black
known
tor his rant.
on Comed
Central 's
The Daily
Show- --- in
Black
a handful of
segments
starting Wednesday night.
He's the first in what the
Weather Channel. hopes is a
series of celebrity guests.
"We're going to try a few
segments to spice things up a little bit," said Terry Connelly. the
network's senior %ice president
and general manager.

menting with a weekend mornBlack gets the chance to tiout sonic of the network's fore- ing show that puts the weathercasting maps and chat on camera casters on couches instead of
Da% e behind desks, and is considering
%sea thercaster
with
Schwartz. Ile also gets to delis - a weekday show that Connelly
er a few comic riffs on global called a cross between "The
warming and airport delays. View" and Martha Stewart•s
daytime program.
Connelly said.
The Weather Channel does
Connellv quietly put out the
word recently. asking celebrities well in the ratings when. say,
to drop by if they 're near the there's a hurricane, but needs a
company 's Atlanta headquarters. boost for days of more sedate
Black, a closet weather fan, was weather.
"Lewis Black on the Weather
quick to reply.
The Weather Channel hopes Channel is unpredictable."
occasional celebrity guests Its en Connelly said. "and we're in the
what's often a staid presentation. business of predictions."
The network has hciin experi-

Nov. 17, 18, & 19, 2005
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Murray, KY
West Kentucky Livestock Expo
College Farm Road

Does Your Computer Need A Check Up?
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The MS1 Chamber Singers
present a

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Dirkrits
Dinner
haNCLI Iiii

,tom.
h,ti.K !Cr

-A Christmas Tarot-

December 2-3, 2005
6:00 p.m.
Curris Center
Pallrooms
Limited Seating
Reserved tickets onl
S25.00

'We Service AM Broncr

212 East Main St • 753-1586

Nov. 12th
7 pm

* Open Rodeo Entry Fee 540/Event *
Entry Call In For Open Rodeo:
November 7, 2005 - 3 pm to 11 pm
1731) 587-5482
Each Open Rodeo rnttired oparately

Tickets
• $8 Adults • $5 Students
• Children 5 & Under Free
For Ticket Info Contact:
West Kentucky Livestock Expo
(270) 762-3125
Livestock Furnished By Johnson Rodeo Company
Sponsored By:MSU Rodeo-Roping Club
All proceeds will be used to support the efforts of the
Murray State University Rodeo Team.

$100 OFrmoFnd
'Your Choice Auto'
Collision Deductible.
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Tigers strut their DeBella dots line with Racers
stuff all the way MHS senior
signs with Lady
to Edmonton
Racer golf team
By MICHAEL DANN
2005 TIGER SCHEDULE
Sports Writer
tall home games at Murray Sate)
418M811111
When Murray High football
Dyersburg S.SSP)
At4 20
coach Lee Edwards was asked
Lone Oak 1.Sir IS
Aug. 26
to sum up Metcalferounty and
Si CIA:NM CO OV Sao
Sep. 2
the
on
record
10-1
at Hop. Co Cart
Sep.9
it's gaudy
Marshall Co A.
Sep. 16
season, he didn't hesitate on his
at Bated Nam
Sep. 23
conclusions: "They're in the
Open
Sep 30
playoffs and so are we."
at Fulton city're/ ow
0c17
Maykold
Oct 14
After a 27-17 win over
Fulton Co ai
Oct. 21
Russellville last week at Roy
at Ohio Co. a.tem
Oct. 28
Stewart Stadium, the Tigers strut
Russellville/ e.r
Nov 4
at WWI*Ca.• ;taco
Nov. 11
their stuff 217 miles from
Murray to Edmonton, where
'— Class A Fast Deena tame
— Class A Fast District gem
they will take on the Hornets in
quarterfinal action of the Class
2005 DISTRICT STANDINGS
A State Football Playoffs Friday
Ovitrat District
Tow
night.
4-0
8-3
Mayteid
Metcalfe County, the Second
3-2
6-5
County
Fulton
3-1
5-6
Murray
District's best team, has played
1-3
2-9
Fulton City
on
football
smash-mouth
0-4
2-8
Ballard Memorial
Larry
for
year
this
defense
Harbison, allowing just 72
This week's games
points all year. In Week One.
Murray at Metcalfe Co
Barren County gave Metcalfe its
Mayfield vs Crittenden Co
only loss this year. beating the
Hornets 26-19.
2005 Tiger Stahl
48 62 64 76- 250
This all coming from a
Murray
53 100 110 91 • 356
Opponents
Hornet team that finished last
season 3-7 after making an
OPP.
MKS
172
appearance in the regional finals
First Downs
191
283
Rushes
540
two years ago.
2582
Rushing Yards
3252
Since the Barren County
68-151-9
Passing
35-87-5
45
up
game, Metcalfe has given
1158
Passing Yards
518
3,706
Total Yards
points in 10 games. including 12
3.770
24-9
Fusible-lost
25-10
points to each Hart County and
66-470
Perm/ties
94-810
Crittenden County. Last week,
•••
the - ttornets--ralied---ttp--Folton
Rustling. Jon Wirscn 256-1723 15TO,
Hugh %Mils.-540-765-14TO,Auelin-WeIMPCity in its
39-189.10, Anton Hammonds 13-67. Drew
season, beating the Bulldogs
Stephens 13-52, Jamie Kmg 17-140.
61-0.
Tommy McIntosh 2-5. Roman Kelly 5-6,
Not that he isn't impressed
Jordan Garland 1-1. Adam linked 1-5,
Nathan Watson 1-2, Cole Hun 3-11 Wit
with Metcalfe County. but
Pitman 1-4.
Edwards feels that a "deterPassing - Hugh Rollins 34-82-5 492 310,
mined" attitude has taken form
Drew EistOriens 1-3-0 26, Taylor Pierce 0-1
-O. Joe Berson 0-1-0.
for the Tigers, giving them reaRecak4a0 - Drew Stephens 10-165 TO,
son to believe they can compete
Joe Benton 11-177210, Joey Jackson 4the Hornets.
57 Taylor Pierce 3.27, Jon Wilson 6-66.
"Crazy things can happen in
Hugh Roams 1-26
the playoffs. Once you start
believing, those numbers don't they•ve allowed 70 or 7,000.
mean anything," Edwards said. That's the only way We can
"Our offense is going to do the approach it.if
best it can and I don't care .
See TIGERS Page 2B
•

SOO

Bye George-town,
Sims leads Kentucky
to exhibition win
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Rekalin Sims had 22 points and
II rebounds
Wednesday
night to lead
9
No.
Kentucky to
an 85-63 exhibition victory
o v er
Georgetown
(Ky.) College. •
Sims
14
scored
points in the
half,
first
including nine
the
of
Wildcats' first 16.
Joe Crawford added 15
points and Shagari Alleyne 12
for Kentucky.
Brian Silverhorn scored 17

85
3
I11
4

points to lead four players in
double figures for Georgetown.
Craig Schoen scored IS, Mark
Surgalski 13 and Orlandus Hill
10.
The Wildcats were 31-of-54
(54 percent) from the field and
14-of-18 (78 percent) from the
free throw line.
Georgetown, ranked No. 5 in
the preseason NAIA poll, forced
six lead changes in the first nine
minutes and held a 24-20 lead
with 9:30 remaining in the first
half. Kentucky outscored the
Tigers 22-4 the rest of the half.
including 11 straight points over
the fmal seven minutes for a 4228 halftime lead.
The Tigers pulled to 66-56
with 8:45 left but couldn't get
any closer.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The game of golf and
Murray State University have
grown on Angela DeBella.
At various times in her life.
the Murray High School senior
hasn't been too keen on either
one. However, she soon realized the two were a perfect
match.
On Wednesday, DeBella
committed to make golf and
MSU a major part of her life
for the next four years when
she signed scholarship papers
to attend the school and play
for the Lady Racer golf team.
"I knew that I wanted to
play at the Division I level. but
I didn't want to look at Murray
State because it was the hometown school," said DeBella,
who also considered Texas
Washington
and
A&M
in
College
Jefferson
Pennsylvania before deciding
on MSU. "But 1 really liked
Velvet
coach)
(MSU
(Milkman) and her program,
and I have a lot of friends that
go to Murray State. Plus, my
parents will be close by."
Judging by her attitude
toward the sport in her early
ears, the fact that DeBella has
even been on a golf course the

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times Photo

ay to
Murray High senior Angela DeBella, center, signed scholarship papers Wednesd
Joseph
parents.
her
are
DeBella
with
ty.
Pictured
Universi
State
Murray
at
play golf
MHS golf coach
and Teresa DeBella, Murray High School principal Teresa Speed.
Carr.
David
Justin Scott and MHS athletics director
much less and really liked it. I said, 'I'm waSn't good at any of them.
last few years
wanted to be a
enough to earn a college schol- not playing golf. That's stupid.' But I've always
sport.of
team
part
went
I
14,
was
I
when
"But
in
feat
amazing
arship — is an
DeBella's big break came
to him and said I wanted to
itself.
her family moved froni
when
the
(on
him
watched
I
play.
when
golf
like
didn't
"I
to Murray just
Mexico
New
looked
it
thought
I
and
was real young." DeBella course).
year.
admitted. "My dad wanted me like fun. I had tried other ath- before her freshman
bas,
volleyball
like
things
letic
5
was
to start playing when I
See DeBELLA Page 28
because he played all the time ketball and cheerleading. but 1

Thackston, Thundering Herda dream fit
CCHS senior
'fulfills a childhood dream by
signing with
Marshall
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Childhood dreams. We all
have them. Yet, somewhere in
_life, we.. find a crossroad that
deters us from wishing upon
that star. We turn our attention
• to other things.
On the other hand, Pete
Thackston has had one wish
since he was about6-years-old.
And he hasn't ventured off that
path. On Wednesday, his wish
was granted.
Thackston. who will be a
senior first baseman for the
Calloway County baseball
team this spring, signed a
national letter of intent to play
baseball at Marshall University
next season.
"It was Marshall that stole
my heart a long time (ago),"
Thackston said Wednesday in
the Calloway County High
School Media Center. "It mattered about one school and one
school only."
Thackston did entertain
offers from such schools as
Georgia State University and
Cincinnati, but he knew where
it was he wanted to be.
"It's always been a dream to
attend Marshall University,
ever since I was a little kid." he
said.
Growing up in West

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

baseball at Marshall
Pete Thackston, center, signs a national letter of intent to play
High School. is sitCounty
y
University next season. Thackston, a senior at Callowa
are CCHS principal
pictured
Also
Barbara.
mother,
ting next to his father, Peter, and
Steve Smith,
coach
baseball
CCHS
Cowan.
Bill
director
athletics
Yvette Pyle, CCHS
Biran
principal
vice
Calvert City American Legion coach Billy Hodge and CCHS
Wilmurth.
senior season with already
Virginia, Thackston moved to coach Steve Smith said his 6- his
thing out of the way. He
one
basefirst
d
210-poun
foot-3,
But
grader.
fourth
a
as
Murray
on getting better and
focus
can
process
the
expedited
has
man
he didn't part ways with the
on his bat work, maybe
Mountain state. He travels many student-athletes don't focus
even help us fulfill some team
back to visit family in the area have the opportunity to do.
"This is excellent for Pete," goals.of Huntington, home of the
Thackston couldn't agree
play
to
Smith said. "He got to sign
Thundering Herd, and
for the Huntington Hounds, a early and doesn't have to deal more.
"This is just unbelievable.
travel team consisting of play- with all the stress that a lot
ers from Ohio, eastern baseball players have to endure It's nice to have the burden off
during the spring and summer. my back.- he said. "Now. I can
Kentucky and West Virginia.
"Baseball is a strange bird go into spring with a clear
The 2006 season will be
ce
when it comes to signing. mind. All I have to do now is
Marshall's first in Conferen
and playing
USA. Marshall was 18-34 last When it comes to playing col- focus on the game
if I am
to
worry
have
not
and
don't
kids
some
Midball,
the
lege
season, its last in
know until late June where going to go somewhere and
American Conference.
baseball.Calloway County head they are going. He gets to start play

UK inks four players; Louisville signs one
MSU grabs three;
WKU gets one
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
signed four players and Louisville at least
one on Wednesday, the first day of the
NCAA's early signing period for basketball.
Kentucky. ranked ninth in the preseason,
received signatures from all four players
who earlier had verbally committed to play
for the Wildcats: 6-foot-9 center Perry
Stevenson of Lafayette. La.; 6-4 guard Jodie
Meeks of Norcross. Ga.; 6-4 guard Derrick
Jasper of Paso Robles. Calif.; and 6-2 guard
Michael Porter of Modesto. Calif.
Department
Athletics
Kentucky
spokesman Scott Stricklin refused to confirm the signings and said coach Tubby
Smith wouldn't comment on the four players until Friday. but parents and coaches of
AP Photo
d Press that
on the players told The Associate
Kentucky's Rekalin Sims turns to go to the basket
te documenCation for the playappropria
the
of
Georgetown College's Danny Gray during the first half
ers was sent to the university Wednesday.
Arena.
Wednesday's exhibition game at Rupp

Seventh-ranked Louisville also had four
players verbally commit, and at least one
was signing Wednesday: 6-9 forward
Derrick Caracter. who plays for Notre Dame
Prep School in Fitchburg, Mass. Caracter's
coach, Bill Barton, said the player would
sign at the end of the school day.
Caracter averaged 16 points and 12
rebounds per game last season at St.
Patrick's High School in Elizabeth. N.J., and
has been one of the nation's highest-rated
players in his age group since junior high.
Jerry Smith. a 6-3 guard from
Wauwatosa, Wis., will sign with the
Cardinals on Thursday, said Bill Stroud,
Smith's high school principal. Smith averaged 19.3 points. 6.1 rebounds and 5.4
assists per game as a junior at East High
School.
Earl Clark. a 6-8 swingman from
Rahway. N.J.. and like Caracter one .of the
nation's top prospects. won't sign with
Louisville during the early signing period so
that he can focus on his academic work, said
his high school coach. Chris Renley.

A fourth player. 6-2 point guard Edgar
Sosa, also had verbally.committed to play
for Louisville. but officials at Rice High
School in New York. where Sosa attends.
did not return calls Wednesday. Sosa averaged about 15 points and six assists per
game as a junior for the Raiders.
Like Kentucky. Louisville would not
comment on the players Wednesday.
Athletics Department spokesman Keiiny
Klein said.
Kentucky's signing class was heavy on
guards. as the Wildcats will lose one starter.
Patrick Sparks, and one key backup. Ravi
Moss, at that position to graduation and also
could lose another starter. Rajon Rondo, if
Rondo decides to declare for the NB A.draft
following this season.
Porter attends the same high school,
Modesto Christian, that once was home to
former Kentucky standout Chuck Hayes.
"There's going to he a chance for me to
play. but I definitely have to work to get to
that spot to get to-be playing on the coon,•See SIGNINGS Page 28
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Haverstock
Insurance Agency

Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
NBA STANDINGS

National Basketball Association
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct GB
W
—
3 2 600
New Jersey
2 500 1/2
2
Boston
1
2 3 400
Philadelphia
0 4 000 2 1/2
New York
0 4 000 2 1/2
Toronto
. Southeast Division
L Pet GB
W
—
3 1.750
Washington
2 3.400 1 1/2
Charlotte
3.400 11/2
2
Miami
2 3.400 1 1/2
Orlando
3
000
4
0
Atlanta
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
4 01 000 —
Detroit
1
1 750
3
Indiana
1
1 750
3
Milwaukee
3 2 600 1 1/2
Cleveland
2
2 2 500
Chicago

team were recently honored during a season-ending
Members of the Calloway County High School boys' golf
include (front row, from left) Coach Johnny
pictured
s
member
Team
awards banquet at Oaks Country Club.
Chasten Howard, Daniel Harper, Tyler Buckingham,
Hutching, Brock Simmons, Matt McReynolds, Aaron Swift,
Hargrove, Hugh Falwell. Kyle McAllister, Matt Irby,
Denham Rogers, Matt Childress, KriSoFlusseau,(back row) T.J.
Miles.
Austin
is
Josh Miller and Coach Steve Smith. Not pictured

Stele Auto

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
W
1 800
—
4
San Antonio
1
3 2.600
Memphis
1/2
2 2.500 1
Dallas
1/2
1
2_500
2
New Orleans
2
1
2 333
Houston
Northwest Division
L Pct GB
W
—
3 2 600
Minnesota
I.
—
3 2_600
Utah
1/2
500
2
2
Portlantl
1
2 3 400
Denver
3 250 1 12
1
Seattle*
Pacific Division
L Pet GB
1 800
4
L.A Clippers
1
3
2.600
Golden State
3 2.600
L A Loiters
2 2.500 1 1/2
Phoenix
3
4 200
Sacramentc

Tuesday's Games
LA Lakers 103, Atlanta 97
Memphis 94, Seattle 69
Golden State 110. Milwaukee 103
Orlando 76. Houston 74
Detroit 102, Sacramento 88
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia 112, Dallas 97
L A Clippers 102, Washington 97
Cleveland 112 Seattle 85
Boston 99. Memphis 98
New Jersey 91. Utah 83
San Antonio 94. Charlotte 86
Indiana 95, Miami 90
Orlando 88. New Orleans 83
Minnesota 88 LA Lakers 74
Chicago 85. Golden State 84
Portland 95. New ,York 83
Denver 107 Sacramento 91

Thursday's Games
L A. Clippers at Atlanta. 6 p.m
Houston at Miami. 7 p.m
Detroit at Phoenix, 9:30 p m
Friday's Games
Utah at Toronto. 6 p.m.
New Jersey at Indiana, 6 p.m.
Seattle at Washington, 6 p m.
DaHas at Charlotte, 6:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Boston, 630 p.m
Memphis at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m.
LA. Lakers at Philadelphia. 7 p.m
Denver at Sacramento, 9 p.m. •
Detroit at Portland. 9:30 p.m.
New York at Golden State. 930 pm

•DeBella
From Page 1B
"(The move), was kind of
hard," DeBella recalled. "Going
to a new school- is toug
going to high school is tough.
When you combined the two,
it's really tough."' didn't like it
here when 1 first started. The
golf was different in New
Mexico. You played 18 holes (in
high school) there, but you just
play nine here. That was tough
to get used to."
It didn't take long, however,
for DeBella to get adjusted. She
qualified for the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association's
state tournament during her
freshman season — her first of
four straight trips to the state

recognized luring a season-ending awards banquet
The Calloway County High School girls golf team was recently
(from left) Coach Steve Smith, Ellie Fisher, Kaysin,
at Oaks Country Club. Members of the squad pictured include
is Safia Hassan.
pictured
Not
.
Hutching. Courtney Swift and Coach Johnny Hutching

Lady ItoIs roll for Itic
Beginning her 32nd season
enn. (API
KNOXVILLI
Tennessee's Pat Sunimitt with a record 882 wins, Summitt
to have
)i.,.anie the all-time winningest is excited and continues
for her team.
'roach in NCAA history last sea- the same goals
a little different
son and then watched her Lady. which has
of players than a year
:Vol. squander a 16-point lead in makeup
natii inal. semifinal kiss to ago.
"We always want to go to the
Nlidligan State.
Four and win a eham iFinal
Summit, vs :itched the tape
I think you have to have
onship.
iour times. and the loss still
of vision to know
kind
that
thiesn't sit %s ell. But this is a new where it is you want to go and
;si•asiiii and .tonnessee writ get then determine how you will get
ti tithe shot at natkaial runner- there. Expectations are always
:up Stalti.iit state litd a seventh here. They will be on this team,
ham pit instill)
next year's team and teams to
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During her sophomore year,
DeBella finished second in the
First Region Tournament and

made the cut at the state tournament. That set the stage for an
_outstanding junior season.
which included a second-place
regional finish and - third-place
effort at the state match. She
reached the state tournament
again this season. But, even by
her own admission, DeBella's
game was not up to par.
"I didn't play well at all,"
said DeBella "I was so disappointed in myself that I wasn't
sure I even wanted to pay anymore. But Velvet really encouraged me and told me not to give
up.... I'm really glad! was able
to get the scholarship."
At Murray State. DeBella
plans to focus her major on
health and wellness. She also
tax some__ nal% .for 1he off
course.
"I want to win the OVC
title," she said.

•Tigers • ••
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The mu teams haxe only
hooked up once in the past eight
-years, with that game coming
AP Photo
two years ago at Metcalfe
to
ion
instruct
Tennessee coach Pat Summitt. right, gives
County. The Hornets defeated
forward Dominique Redding during a recent practice in Murray 21-18 in a game of similar proportions.
Knoxville.
"They're a good team."
.
Knoxville
in
be
will
chance
school
high
female
decorated
said. -They're fundaEdwards
am tremendously honored
pla)ers ever who dunks regularsound, well coached
mentally
ly in practice. She could become to play on coach Summites and disciplined. They don't beat
her
let
the fourth -woman ever to dunk court and don't want•to
themselves. That is their
in a college game. and her first down." Parker said.
strength that they don't beat
themselves."
In II games this year, the
Hornets have shut out their
opponent five times and have
limited three other teams to just
seven points.
against
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a balanced running attack to
compliment a passing game that
eased them by the Panthers.
Edwards is hoping for more of
the same this week.
"We might add a wrinkle
here and there. but I think if We
continue to do our thing and run
our stiff, we'll be all right,"
Edwards said. "We played with
more of a sense of resolve than
we have all year.
"I said after the Fulton
County game that we played
three solid quarters of football
against 'them and against
Russellville. I think we played
3.5 solid quarters of football —
we're getting there. We have a
few lapses here and there but at
this point, you just keep doing
the best you can, and here we
are."

NEW HOURS: Service 7:30-5:00
Sales 8:30-7:00

/tit C.IJ7vt
41.601nissr
Wit Will a1,frt.I5v fun t/
Cuzt.t.imrr"

said Porter. who averaged
about 16 points and. seven
assists per game as a junior.
"Eve just got to find my role."
Jasper averaged 21.7 points
7.1 rebounds and 5.8 assists per
game as a junior. The group's
one forward. Stevenson. averaged about 11 points. 10
rebounds and eight blocked
shots per game as a junior at
Northside High School.
Two of the state's other
NCAA Division I schools also
received signatures Wednesday.
Murray State, the preseason
pick to win the Ohio Valley
Conference, signed 6-1 guard
Jay-R Strowbri,dge of Ardmore.
Ala., and 6-1 guard Brandon
Evans of Jackson, Tenn. The
Racers also are expected to sign
6-6 forward Daniel Ard of nearby Marshall County High
School.
Western Kentucky signed 6-2
guard A.J. Slaughter from
Shelby% ille. a leading candidate
for this season's Kentucky Mr.
Basketball award. No players

signed with Morehead State on
Wednesday, spokesman Randy
Stacy said. Last season's OVC
tournament champion, Eastern
Kentucky. also did not announce
any signings.
TODAY'S UNEUP SPONSOIND BY:
Lindy Suitor •
NNW Untidy home Agency
To Novo co rots rourox•
mike us Way,

INN M.Si,• 753.5542

TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN — Bose St at Fresno St
GOLF
I p.m.
TGC — LPGA LPGA Tournament of
Champions, first round, at Mobile. Ala
10:30 p.m.
TGC — Sunshine Tour/PGA Tour of
AustralasiaEuropean Tour/Asian Tour
HSBC Champions second round at
Shanghai China
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
TNT — Houston at Miami
9:30 p.m.
TNT — Detroit at Phoenix
TENNIS
9:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — WTA Tour WTA Tour
Championships round robin, at Los
Angeles
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A&E

Treating Obesity with the
LapsBend: A New Alternative
Saturday, Nov. 12, 10 a.m. or 1:30 p.m.
"Please join us at either seminar for free educational information on:
New options and surgical treatment of obesity."
Presented by

Raymond Compton, M.D., General Surgeon

This Seminar Will Provide
Valuable Information On:
• Who is a Candidate?

Raymond Compton, M.D.

Henry Co. Medical Center
Learning Center Rooms 2 & 3

• Morbid Obesity and the use of
the Lap-Band as a surgical aid
in the treatment of this
potentially life-threatening
condition

301 Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

To register or for directions to the seminar please

call:

Registrtion is
731 -644-FIND (3463) or 1-800-246-2508. Online
d!
available at www.hcmc-tn.org. Seating is limite

H C HENRYCOUNTY
TER
L CEN
MEDICA
MC
Tyson Avenue Paris•731-642-1220
301

WSIL-MIC 3 3 3
WSM.1411C 4 4

'
W10114-ABC 2 2

By The Associated Press
Dwane Casey has brought a defensive mind-set
to the Minnesota Timberwolves this season, and
it's paying off.
Minnesota beat the Los Angeles Lakers 88-74
on Wednesday night and snapped Kobe Bryant's
30-point game streak at four games.
-That's all we've talked about is defense,
defense, defense," Timberwolves guard Troy
Hudson said."Now we're coming out and backing
up our talk."
When he was hired, Casey started stressing
team defense to a group that basically considered
it an afterthought in 10 years under Flip Saunders.
At least early in the season, the Timberwolves
seem to be embracing the new philosophy.
- They held the Lakers to 32 percent shooting
and 29 points in the second half. Lakers point
guard Smush Parker, averaging more than 17
points a game, was held scoreless and Lamar
Odom added 15 points and six rebounds before
AP Photo
fouling out.
"They're focusing on defense," Odom said. Minnesota Timberwolves guard Troy
-You can tell."
Hudson (16) lands on Los Angeles Lakers
In other games, it was: Boston 99, Memphis forward Brian Cook, earning himself an
98; Cleveland 112, Seattle 85; San Antonio 94, offensive foul during the third quarter in
Charlotte 86; New Jersey 91, Utah 83; the Los Minneapolis Wednesday.
Angeles Clippers 102, Washington 97:
Philadelphia -112, Dallas 97; Orlando 88, New half, hut was slow out of the gates in the third
Orleans 83; Chicago 85, Golden State 84; Indiana quarter. He managed just two points in the first 10
95, Miami 90; Portland 95, New York 83; and minutes of the period before finishing with six
Denver 107, Sacramento 91.
Bryant was 8-for-13 for 18 points in the first straight.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) The Philadelphia Eagles sacrificed big plays and touchdowns
for team unity and harmony.
Terrell Owens is gone, and
his superior skills will be missed
on offense. The problems he
caused with his disruptive
behavior are another issue.
Life after T.O. has arrived for
Philadelphia.
No more daily *drama. No
more distractions. No more
sniping and griping.
No more playoffs?
"It was a distraction," tight
end L.J. Smith said Wednesday.
"So I think it brings everybody
closer, especially the offense
because now we can look
around and say,'OK,this is who
we've got to go to battle with.'
Everybody has to look at each
other and lean on each other and
say,'Hey, nobody else is coming
to save the day.' We have to do
this thing ourselves."
If there was any lingering
doubt that Owens is no longer a

S ( ii iliFF K. K. %If Kit %1
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Stomp Rentals

Antiques

Ronnie Leroy Boyd
‘pril 25. 1953 - October 21, 201it,
Rimnie was a loving husband. lath;
brother, and friend. he lived
-irong lile. The past lour years
!ought many battles with his health.
He had many visits to MCCH. We
would like to thank every doctor and
nurse that aided in his care. Ronnie
had so much respect for this hospital.
All the calls, cards and visits helped
to lift his spirits.
Special thanks goes out to Candlelite
Estates. A day never passed that
Ronnie did not talk about ho•.i. special his neighbors were. We never
had to worry about things around the
house. Words can never express how
fortunate we are.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Now hinng part-time & full-time managers.
We offer...
*Flexible hours
• Paid vacation
• Tuition Aid Program
• Many opportunities for advancement.
,
Starting up to $400/wk.
Send resume to PO. Box 724($).
I:iducah, KY 42002.

4 drawer, legal sized
file cabinet 759-2404
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

Articles
For Selo

HOLIDAY Open House
Nov 12th, 10-5. & Nov
131h, 2-4:30. Discounts
& refreshments. The
patch is full. 2391 US
HWY 68 W. Benton, KY
(Palma Community)
(270) 527-8186 Watch
for the Strawberry
180
Lawn & Garden
2004 John Deere L
120 20HP 48" deck
near perfect condition
$1,800 753-7796

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606

1.2. & 38R apts available. Please call
753-8221
.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
.2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d. $425
•1BR 1 bath with
study, w/d. $350
753-7559

UNDER new manage
Hilldale
merit.
Apartments is looking
for good people. 1, 2,
and 3 bedroom apartments available. No
credit check! Criminal
and 3 year residency
history required. 0 drug
policy! Equal Housing
Opportunity. Accessible
units available. Call
on
(270)437-4113
and
Tuesdays
Thursday 9AM-4PM
TDD KY Relay 711

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

rE

Rrewood
1BR apt available, all
mercial Prop.
appliances furnished
8X12 storage building ' FIREWOOD $50 a nck
For Sale
CLEAN room for rent
Mur-Cal Realty.
for
call
753-4287
wifull house privileges
100 feet of road
(270)527-8368
753-4444
appointment
64" Big Screen TV, wid
frontage on 12th street
SEASONED Oak
J.H. Churchill did a wonderful job
bedroom
ANTIQUE
surround sound, cob
Utilize current building
1BR near downtown
474-1421 227-8504
tending to our needs. The love and
suite.' $500 Antique
Deposit and references TV in room. Off stree
or build your own
support from the community was
parking.
dining table, 4 chairs,
required Call
$152,000. Call
erwhelming. Ronnie may not he
$500 6ft. french
-6138
buffet.
(888)534
8462
753-1492 CENTURY
270-293l
wonderfu
have
sac
hut
'icre on earth
5pc
$500
door.
Jobs
Loretta
21
liemones that will last forever.
s
appliance
all
with
18R
Bassett entertainment COMPLETELY set up
Realtors.
and
washer
including
1/2 acre. $12.500
center $1.000 Kitchen
PARIS, TN. Best locadryer 270-759-5885 or
i.es.s! and.lyons
cabinets-volazvr susan____7,63_6012_
il-Bl'
hid
The-al-10-(1112 BR, C/Ff/A. -in COM- tion, court-square, west
7085
270-293Call
[ICS
7ami
$1.000
pantry,
.,4
\00
44
try, with storage build
side. 2 story, 2,500
270-293-4394
floor.
1BR. all appliances.
per
rig. no pets $375.00
sq.ft
prom
Warehouse Utility Position
Oaks Apts., starting at 437-4386
CINDERELLA
e:2116 leave
489
0s1a
7s
me
(2
$250. Coleman RE
dresses 1 size 4 yel1992 16x80, 3-BR. 2
Picking & Proi:essing Orders, Receiving &
Murray.
in
2BR
size 8 blue $150 Bath, newly remod
759-4118
1
low.
Forklift
nce.
Maintena
l neighborUnloading. Inventory
Wonderfu
each 270-492-8614
eled $12,000 call to
Commerical Prop. For Rent
1BR-4BR apartments
hood $450 per month
Experience, Valid driver's License. Light to
appointment 753-4287
FREE
Laral
deposit
plus
Ask about move in free
Moderate Lifting. Computer Skills, Self
4-room satellite sys- 2 bedroom 2 bath days Coleman RE
Notice
707 South 12th Street
References required
Motivated/energetic. Competitive L% ages &
DVR & HD
tem
14x80 Carport, shed, 759-4118
South Center 700
Call 270-753-8755
.
benefits!
upgrades Get the first new carpet, and central
Send resume to:
1,000, 1,200 sq ft
applistorage
28R, IBA,
in
month of programming
air. Must be moved. 2 bedroom, all
P.O. Kos 123
Available
PUBLIC NOTICE
building. 571 Kirksey
Cambridge
ances,
Phone
FREE plus 23 movie 227-3623
September.
Almo, k V 42020
Highway, Highway
channels FREE for 3 2005 CLOSE OUTS - area 293-6968
753-1252, 753-0606
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
299. $375 a month
060
Call Beasley
months
and
209
des
$290.
IBA,
COMMERCIAL or retail
Singlewi
a
for
2BR.
LOOKING
pets
No
deposit
plus
have the second reading of the second
Help Wanted
759-0901 or
le
Doublewides - Buy S. 11th St. 3 br 1 bath750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
dependab
healthy
2005-06
required
tounty's
es
the
Referenc
to
intendment
877-455-0901
save 901 sunny lane $450.
restrooms,
and
flexible
C/G/H,
with
today
individual
at
p.m.
-2340,
(270)898
'.udget on Nov. 22, 2005 at 7:00
PHONE SALES
HD Televisions
parking.
of
s.WE OWN
assist
plenty
51,000'
753-3415
to
schedule
(270)994-3883
REPRESENTATIVE
the Weaks Community Center. A copy of
Come by 500 North 4th
THE BANK - Call today
excellent location near
caretaker with the care
heat,
gas
the
central
in
2BR,
viewed
be
the Amendment- may
28R7 large-lot 71-1- judicial budding. 404 N.
Street, Murray & see. at 731-642-6438
of art elderly disabled central air, $275 and
S'PORTABLE our large selection of
Payne St $395/mo. 4th St. complex.
County Judge/Exec. office during nor'
person during
d
94
Fleetwoo
carnew
with
up some
SCOREBOARDS has TVs. All the newest
435-4602, 293-4602
mal business hours.
759-3772.
evenings and on
16x80,
n
Reflectio
pet Coleman RE
positions available for technology like DLP,
weekends in Calloway
$350
1.67
Hazel,
on
VERY large warehouse
in
213A
313R.
759-4118
career minded individu- LCD. Plasma & Rear 38R.
County Duties include
-- EWriy-E1kins,
month plus deposit and on approximately 3
acres (270)753-2452
peosuperior
with
als
Projection from JVC.
3-4
assistance with in
acres. Office space, 2
lease 492-8526
TO EXTRA large
REPOS
ple skills As a Sales LG. RCA. Toshiba & 20
2 baths
bedroom
home daily needs light
SINFROM,
CHOOSE
Camelot bathrooms. equipped
Associate you will be Zenith from 20" to 65"
w/garage, 1 year lease, 3BR. 2 bath.
housekeeping, meal
with gas heat, air
GLES & DOUBLES!!:
and
Available
new
on.
with
Subdivisi
working
home
have
also
We
deposit, no pets
preparation and comhoist
Come pick out yours
pri- theater systems &
$750 hookup, steel
s
ly.
customer
immediate
existing
489-2195
panionship
beam, great lighting,
9430
731-584'
today,
-4602.
e
(270)435
telephon
by
month.
marily
entertainment centers
CHILDCARE cente
Dependable transextra large overhead
2BR
293-4602
and Internet from our
Beasley 759-0901 or JUST ANNOUNCED: EXTRA nice large
looking for full timepart portation and referNEW Concord Sel
doors, excellent locat
apartmen
bath
2
Murray office
$0 down available on
877-455-0901
Storage will be selling
ime hard working indi- ence verification
upgraded. tion. Call 753-2905 or
NEWLY
built,
recently
Carport
repos' No money down
contents Unit 7 23 &
viduals to help shape
charming 2BR. 1BA
NEW laminate flooring
required Salary is
293-8595.
s' Call all appliances $595
If you are upbeat. con27 for non-payment
the minds of children
lakefront house in
Shaw Verhloc wide & save thousand
negotiable 489-2506
lease.
year
one
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ented,
380
detail-ori
9109
fident,
731-584now'
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Saturday Novembe
pine
dark
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plank
Panorama
MEDICAL
enby working with peo- includes padding, 995 LAND HOME PACK- 759-3772
Pets & Supplies
12dh at 9 30a m
C/H/A
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w/d,
Equipment Pharmacy
ple, have outstanding
plus
$1200
es.
Apply 109 S 15th St
AGES. MOVE IN
th
applianc
all
$400/mon
sq ft
2BR,
Customer service and
phone skills and want a (270)436-5998
DOG Obedience
Murray
TODAY All areas or S550/month. Story
Available
deposit
Notice
career.
billing position
rewarding
Master Trainer
$0
for
deed
bring your
ave (270)767-9948. immediately
or
refrigerat
cf
21
RCA
Computer, clerical,
please apply We offer
436-2858
4926
731-584-9321
down'
11/19.
(310)567
Available
HD
point
ARTIFICIAL nails at a
Hot
00
phone and people
excellent pay with a S150
Dog Grooming
PEG'S
required
es
Referenc
38R
afford'
D
can
$125.00
you
REDUCE
price
Washer/Dryer
View
FORREST
skills a requirement
bonus incentive plan
M-F 753-2915
home and lot,
Toyota
mobile
Acrylics starting at S2'
parts
&
Engine
284
4BR.
IN
Hazel,
or
N
1213
ts
ben-0602
ve
Apartmen
Call 12701762
and a competiti
Fills at $12
truck. Automatic trans- $15.500 753-6012
with large garage. SHIH-TZU S&W paper
16th St . now accepting
lax resume to
efit package
Astro Van. PEG TAG SALE NOW
We also offer gek
'88
mission
Available on November trained 731-352-0037
applications for lbr
759-3614
pedicures & marii dependable $750 00
SS
1st. $750 month. 1st, 731-642-5151
$330,
PROGRE
IN
rent
basic
to
apt,
resume
Email
INC
PEOPLE PLUS
cures
753-9867
built. month Call 753-1970
WE DELIVER
quality
& security required
last
Several
390
score0
s
career
has openings for proCome see us at
WHAT
(270)492-8108
energy efficient homes Leave Message
SAFE (3 1/2'T X 2'8"W
Livestock & Supplies
boardt corn or mail to
Murray
work
duction
Salon
Uppercuts
2'5"D) $1.200
on close out See the
4NE
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EVERY
to
willing
be
house.
brick
Must
NICE
area
1104 Story Ave
lender. LARGE 3BR located
housing
Electric wheel chair
ATTN
NEEDS!
work weekends (Fri, BOARDS.
2BR, 'IBA. 5 blocks STRAW for sale $2.25
753-2887
753-9959 ARROWHEAD HOME across from MSU,
Call
$600
s,
Resource
Human
bale (day) 753-4582
hour
12
from university. New
& SunSat
r
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available
(located in wood buildof
one
in Transport
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after
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WANTED:

Reliable - Hardworking
Clean-up Person Needed

Apply at
Brandon Auto World

111111

DRIVERS
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LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!
www.murrayledger.com

ilhate

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

753-3853
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AUCTION

Real Estate, Personal Properlv S. Farm Fquipment

SATURDAY, NOV. 19, 2005
10:00 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE

Saturday, Nov. 12, 2005•10:00 a.m.

the home of Ruth 13, Blackburn, 222 GeV Cart DT., Mayfield. KN.
lake Lincoln Or, off %Nest Broadway to Golf Cart Dr. Proceed on Golf Cart
Dr. to Auction Site. Signs Pasted.

F rum tfurra), KY take Hwy.94 East to Old Newburg Rd., first
road past Elm Grove Baptist Church. follow 2.5 miles to auction.

REAL ESTATE

ANTIQUES

PERSONAL PROPERT1

REAL ESTATE - Beautiful Corner Building Lot with Mature Trees and all Utilities. ‘'iessof the 16th Fairway - Mayfield Golf & Country Club This being Lot Sot the Country Club
Estates
TERMS - 15% Down day of Auction, ca.sh balance with passing of deed within 30 days.
Possession with Deed.

Will sell this nice clean. Ivo smoke Clayton mobile home. 2003 model, 3 bedrooms, 2
bath. living room. kitchen-dining Mom, utility (00111. central heat & air This home is
16' x 80'. The farm has 31 acres with 24' x 80' three sides shed. Also a 40' x 40'
Quonset hut type building that is about one half finished putting the metal on. The
metal and bolts are
there• concrete is in place ready to finish the metal wort. PM.ate
...._
well. This farm has been suneyed and the boundaries are well marked.
Terms of auction 15% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with 'wising of
deed, possession 30 days from deed.
'rhe real estate will be offered at noon. For more inforniation phone the numbers
helms to shoo this property.

NOTE - You may view this propeny by contacting selling agent at 270-674-5523 or 270705-0783.
-FURNFTURE----Vietonan Walnut cylinder desk, Victorian Walnut 7 ft. bookcase__Ornate
Victorian Pier mirror, old large oak curved glass clawfooi china cabinet. Duncan Phyfe
table w/9 shield back chairs, Duncan Phyfc drum table. nice 1940's china cabinet and side
board, Walnut wishbone dresser, Walnut bed, Oak side board. 1920's sofa. 2 Upholstered
chairs, dining table wichairs. Heritage Bamboo Gents Cupboard, maple drop leaf table
w/chairs, 1920's Oak table w/chairs. oak Chifforobe. 1930's 3 piece bedroom suite. sm.
-odd &end tables. Oak High Chair, Baby bed, other misc. furniture.

PERSONAL PROPERTY. Bonnie Allen youth saddle - Bciis tyllen roping saddle
built by Burford - Big Horn 16" saddle - Tex Tan IC roping saddle - nice riding bri-tiles - metal hand trucks - 5 rolls of hay -2 round pin paneling shop made I" tubing 12'
long - tobacco stalk grinder - 8" swivel wheels - new plastic tarps - small tool boxes lot of new staples - bottle jacks - new trailer wire - ratchet straps - metal & plastic gas
cans - 12 volt 20 gal. spray - 20 gal. aluminum wash kettle - jack stands • exercise
equipment - treated lumber - ratchet come alongs - one half ton ratchet chain saw • 12'
aluminum step ladder - wood corner post - large meta/ work or welding table - cable
cutter - C-clamps - extension cords - load binders - log chains - logging munges - shop
handle - stock panels - hay rings - 12'extension ladder - Maketa hammer drill - chain
saws - floor jacks - other drill motors - high pressure hose - drop lights - 3 pt. fertilizer and seed spreader - 3 pt. hay needle -8' box blade • 6'& 7' rotary cutter • 3 pt. woods
- new 72" finikh mower - nice 7' roller weight 4,100 lbs. single axle trailer- pipe rack
- new metal gates - approx. 250 new 6' 1-post - approx. 2506'used T-post - post puller
- metal A-frame with trolley - Martin house - some new & used lumber - 50 or 60
pieces of 16' used hard panels -40 bales of alfalfa & orchard grass hay - approx. 80
hale of Bermuda hay - tons of new hardware - gate hinges - all thread - door track &rollers - 8-9 hard carriage bolts - cut off blades 16" gloves - many pounds of U.S.A.
new dnll bits - grinding wheels - hitch pins, Sawzall - desk - portable band saw - new
caulking - new copper tubing 3/8" & 1/2" - 4-drawer metal drill bit holder super quality premium U.S.A. nes% 60-10 & 718 welding rods - new & used electric drill motors
- 4" & 8" grinding wheels - wire brushes - cutting heads & tips - new gloves - 5 or 6
2-1/2 gal. roundup - new tapes - sliding door locks - a super nice 8000 Ford tractor.
good robber. 77 hours on new overhaul - 3600 diesel Ford tractor, nice tractor on 2003
Rawhide 24' cattle trailer, heavy duty axles & wheels, a cross bow, 50 cal. mussel
loader - BB gun - nice old model 12 ga. automatic shotgun hunter green recliner entertainment center - VCR & tapes - area rugs - microwave St stand - twin daybed chest & vanity - VCR stand - 500 gal. propane tank - washer & dryer - side by side
refrigerator. Dealers welcome. plenty of hardware for every i•m:
Auction held rain or shine. ,Vot responsiblefor accidents. Lunch available.
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Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2005 *10:00 a.m.

FRIDAY
11TH
8:00AM-2:00PM
Lots of antique
glassware.

Old walnut Victorian dresser - several old clocks- framed pictures - wooden boxes & crates - large double pane vinyl replacement window,- old
hanging light - large bookcase - old rugs - old magazine racks - round table
& 4 ladder back chairs - odd vanity & chest - twin beds - full size bed baby bed- nice 10.3 cu. ft. chcst.frksezer - sis refrigerator freezer - frost free
refrigerator - antique love seat -(2)footed organ stools - sofa Se loveseat table lamps - many yards of new bolts of material - sewing items, zippers,
buttons, thread - Home Interior items - antique metal cabinets - Aladdin
lamp - quilts - old jewelry - figurines - oil on canvas paintings - nice free
standing corn sheller - old glass & china - small kitchen appliances - pots
& pans - Blue Willow dishes - tablecloths & scarves - old yard tools - cast
iron pieces - and much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Vol responsiblefor accidents. Lunch available.

Nascar diec..ast,
Baseball cards.

6 FAMILY

4035
RADIO RD
FRI 7-4
SAT 7-2
Furniture, 95
toys', clothes of all
sizes and -

.

much more

,.
A- 1-0--WArgg0
--- -01Aq1

INSIDE MOVING
( AlEiSCOLLITE Alr-ICTICONT)
SALE
405 NORTH 17TH
NO INIIIIIIMAWSH NO RESERVATIONS"
THURS, FRI
Saturday, New.. 12tta, At 12:00 Malcon
& SAT
4122 Swan Road Near Murray, Kentucky
7:30-2:30
From Murray Take Hwy 94W 8 Miles To'Howard Rd. Turn Left Proceed South 1 Mile
To Swan Rd, Turn Right And Proceed West 1.2 miles From Mayfield, Take Hwy
Bedroom suite. small
121N Past Farmington 1 Mite To Beech Grove Rd. Follow Beech Grove Rd 7 Miles!
couch, 3 end fables,
large coffee table,
7
'
110 113ra
strawberry dishes,
G 'Tracts Anti Ira Cairerthinmaticrwas
brass items large &
small, large braided
Centrally Located For Murray Or Mayfield "East Of Hwy 941
Good Productive Farmland - Fences - Lake - Barns 8. Morel
rug, much much more
„7.t:Ili,-....
Th""
„
. •AM 0,j
1.734 Acres easefully Decorated Brick Home
- *i.
' ., Three Bedrooms.Two Baths. Including
. - I- • , i.
. -• ,,,..
GARAGE/
'
"A Master Suite- e41Jacuzzi & Nice Closets
Family Room • Open Dining • Great Kitchen
REMODELING
Wonderful Walk In Pantry • Laundry Room
liviim
• a
SALE
•
' 4,
New Tile And Hardwood Floors
•
Upstairs With Bonus Room Potential
6060
Central System • New Concrete Patio
ST RT 94W
Small Barn - A Wonderful Setting!
, I.tu:31) it y ;\1.)u olu Liri au I
FRI
4.499 ACRES - A GREAT BUILDING SITE "FRONTS SWAN RD'

AnIkcor-4im

Ire

L

yit;' ..i,,,c 4

8.727 ACRE - GREAT BUILDING SITE "FRONTS BEECH GROVE RD"
10.155 ACRES- GREAT BUILDING SITE - A NICE POLE BARN
A CORNER TRACT "FRONTS SWAN AND BEECH GROVE RD"
12.045 ACRES - GREAT BUILDING SITE "FRONTS BEECH GROVE RO"
20.423 ACRES WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE "FRONTS SWAN RD"

.:.

vaigass..:.

Purchase Terms:I 5"/ei Down VVIth Minimum
Deposit Of $3,000.00 Per Tract. Balance 30 Days

JAMES R.. GAMIN
jet
BROKER
Cl

7V.,:,:r AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
"THE SELLING MACHINE-

RI"

vow ‘eiv vase-J am errs weea•--iicam ism MI-E - rim 431,arum

400

WATERFRONT property! KY's largest lakes
10 acres only $79,900!
Ideal location! New to
market_ Won't last! Call
owner: 270-924-4328
460
Homes For Sale
18 acre horse
farm. 3BR,38A.
8 stall barn with
attached indoor
arena. Must see!
(270)489-2195

Harley Sportster,

Licensed & Bonded in KI. & Tenn. #128I Firm 2333
"My Serrice Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

!
—1 ___lgr
A
ir. .

1

1211.1ske
11 Property

SPACIOUS 4-BR
2 1/2 BATH.
Screened porch.
unbelievable storage.
i acre lot near 10W/1.
36.48 metal
outbuilding.
753-1040 293-9842
THREE bedrooms. two
baths 1.7 miles from
lake. Priced $82,000.
Owner will pay up to,
$3.000 for buyer's dosMg costs. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors. 753-1492
470
Motorcycles & ATV's

YARD SALE

DAN MILLER 43.5-4144 AUCTIONEER

-

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
iicer
$125,W. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545

NOVEMBER

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY. From
Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater, turn south
onto Hwy. 1836. follow to auction. From Murray, KY take
Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove, turn onto Hwy.893.
' Follow to auction. See auction signs

=

Franker, Greg Wilkerson.(270(7034713

APPRENT.CE AUCTIONEER
Tom Chasm (270,1247-2734
-'
Nathan Withirreen (270)705-0758
APPRENTICE AUCTIONEEI,
SALES ASSOCIATE
FRANKLIN J WILKERSON,(270)674-5680
AUCTIONEER A REAL, ESTATE BROKER
OUR SenIce Joe, ost ft PAYS'
Four Generations Solving Your Auction a Real EMMe Needs Since 1930

CLEAVE RD

use
3
• 2
•ed
air
oist
ing,
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•ca• Or

Real Estate & Auction
LCA(03 Kent .cky 42(161

EMAIL. ellkersoneuct•on0wenel • were ranersoneocnon con.

PUBLIC AUCTION

tail
ft.
S.
ng,
ear
N.

4:00 P.M.-7:00 P.M.
SAT
6:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M.
Household items,
childrens toys
& clothing
YARD SALE
674 UTTERBACK
RD. MURRAY
FRI 11/11
8-5
SAT 11/12
8-12
Coca Cola
memorabilia, very
nice girls' and boys'
clothes, lots more.
293-1524

3 bedroom, 1 bath brick
home in quiet city
neighborhood.
Immediate possession.
$84,000.
753-7629
after 4:00PM
3B1R. 2BA, 1-14 ac. in
Benton area. Screened
in back porch and 2 car
oversized garage.
(270)527-3605
FOR Sale By Owner
Website
www homesbyowner c
om/Murray
NEW 4,200 sq ft. home
near Murray. Picture
views. 10 acre 'farm
streams. $185,000,by
owner. 270-767-0958,
270-519-8570
QUAINT two bedroom
brick, large living room,
dining room, all with
hardwood
floors.
Central heat and air.
1-312-861-0942. Make
an otter.
RANCH Style. House &
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
30x40- heated shop, 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
equipment
shed,
$224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992
WWW KYLAKEFSBO COM
See area homes for
sale by owner or call
767-0591 to sell your
home

1982 Harley Sportste
1000cc„ Teal in color
18.000+ miles, very
good condition. $4,300.
753-7796, leave message

r

iliPport Utility Vehicles

Suburban.
2003
Loaded. leather seats.
46,000 miles. $26.000.
Call 227-5377. Serious
calls only, please.
490
Used Cars

2003 Dodge Neon
(red), 41,xxx miles,
$6,995.
2003 Chevy Impala
(silver), 82,xxx miles.
$7.695
270-753-0530
www.Bluegrass
carsales.com
2001 Pontiac Surrfire.
2-door, sunroof. CD,
52,xxx miles, extra
sharp. $4,750.
270-527-3278
'98 Ford Mustang.
cd/cassette/
White.
AM/FM, great condition. 142,xxx miles.
$5,500. (270)703-3739

YARD SALE
1210 MAIN
FRI & SAT
8AM-5PM
LOTS OF
EVERYTHING

BIG YARD SALE
FRI & SAT
8-4
144 JONES
SPARKMAN RD
COLLEGE FARM RD
PAST HIGH SCHOOL,
RIGHT TO
ROBERSON RD,
LEFT ON JONES
SPARKMAN RD.
DON'T MISS
THIS SALE
LOTS OF
EVERYTHING

AFFORDABLE Tree
Service Topping, tree
removal, and clean-up.
Licensed and insured
Full line of equipment
270-247-2442, 270970-2322
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)-753-03t3
ANDRUS Excavating
•Certified septic
installation
•Custom dozer
backhoe service
-Ponds
_
*Driveways
'Insured
753-9503, 978-0343
APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 IFAFLS EXPERIENCE
(270) 226-9398
(270)492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS_
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
•Commercial
'Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
ROY HOLLAND
AUTO REPAIR
Brakes, Tune-ups and
maintenance. Major &
minor engine repair,
Trans service
Welding
(270) 489-2957

David Borders
1270)527-7176 or 1270) 291-0939

iall's 11.asti•
lanagemvot

000

40 0
44'i6
'

tUl

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs.
additions, decks, rooting, floor covering
landscaping, plumbing.
**FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson wk . net
'rpagig_ljr,S
COM &RCKA(WRING
Over 30 years
experience
Sales .4 Installation
• 753-7728
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Trimming
Other Services
227-8575
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
ou don't have time
or.
293-5438
.
D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802

DSW
PAINTING
Quality stork

226-0505

FINLEY'S Lawn Care
Service Leaf mulching
and removal_ 978-0922
or 489-2068
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
MOWING & TRIMMING
LEAF REMOVAL,
HEDGES TRIMMED.
GUTTER CLEANING
489-2689

opermed

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2734

LEAF
REMOVAL
759-1289
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired drains
cleared plumbing fixtures
repaired
or
installed
1270)978-01' •
METAL OF MURRAY
6" Continuous
Gutter, Flashing
& Metal Roofing
Owner:
Greg Mandeld

(27% 2934480
PARKI R
EXCAVATING. 1.1,C
...record. IVO
Bruce Parke,
'27111s 243-325:
12701 438•234,11
Borer lracklumr trucking
ocele.eti & linerral
‘1,1 I

PRECISE
General & loafing tontraders
New constructron
remodels, concrete.
replacement windows.
decks metal and shingle
roots and more

270-293-1899

Free estimates

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodell
or trouble. Lic. and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091

I

r.

• 113,...111‘,

SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates. Cal
767-0958 and
270-519-8570
•
Calloway
Trash Service
III LOWEST PRICE
X RELIABLE
1$ RATES AS LOW-ASStS kt0
761-3740 293-4045

FREE Kitten to a good
home. 5 months old
WILL rake leaves and Beautiful short hair.
bag them at reason; good with kids. Son
able prices Call at
allergic, must go
761-1262
Russell 761-2064.
Elkins,

FREE
PALLETS
Loading Dock of

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood, Insured.
489-2839.

Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans- Scrap Cars
*Will pick up (ars

510
Campers

Roll-off Containers Available
2001 with slide out,
used 3times 753-1537

Boats& Motors
new
BASS
Boat,
trolling motor, locator,
new tires on trailer, two
new batteneS and
more (270)753-9285

KEY AUTO PARTS
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

Accepting New Patients
1§

ti

tad ucz

Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
Phillip.Klapper. M.D.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

- Hearing Aids - tin Referral. Reituired -

2011 Brookhaven Dr. • Murray

Yard Sale

HUGE

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

Refreshments AN ailable
R. lhoma_s Blackburn Jr. - PtiA
Snit t s tin Tilt Web! omo.oilkersonauction.com

1111M.1101
.

Siding & Fencing -Mobile Ftonbe,
•Brick -All External (leaning
-Acid Cleaning A%ailahle
•We Use Hot Water -Parking Lois & Deism:ay,

• U•ca r.

A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds lunk clean up
436-2867

AAA Handyman
Electrical, plumbing,
carpentry, decks,
ceramic & floor tiles.
etc New, remodel 35
years
experience
Prompt, dependable
estimates,
Free
(270)753-9210 anytime

A

"We Specialize in Cleaninx -

AUTRY
ROOFING

MISC. - U.S.N. Civil War Sword. 2 sets of plated flatware, Silverplate tea service. 25 plus
pieces of Sterling & Silverplated, Illinois Pocket Watch, ladies Chathlane eyeglasses, several McCoy flower pots, Banquet lamp. oil lamps. 2 Cast Iron floor lamps, Old Prints &
Frames. 2 old money counters, I hand crank & 1 electric, Pepsi therm., Nu Grape therm..
Curlee Clothing Co. therm.. old games, shell boxes, fishing items, 2 ice cream freezers, 16"
cast iron skillet. 2 metal yard sets, 2 cast iron yard sets. Yard Tiger leaf blower. Upright
freezer, other hand & garden tools. Come expecting to find much more.

COL PAUL WILKERSON & SONS

David's Cleaning
Services

Senecas Orso

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years expenence Call
Carters

A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Service
Complete
removal, trimming, etc
13 years experience
436-2867

Al.C3K1N

-t
so
ft
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436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
iunk 8 tree work

CHINA & GLASSWARE - R.S. Prussia Lankard,(several decorated howls & plates from
Germany, Austria & Bavanai„ Blue Bird pieces, Empire Green pieces, 2 • 13" Amencan
Fosiona sandwich trays and other pieces, 24 pieces of Kings Crown. covered Compotes,
candy dishes, hone) dish, Sandwich glass, 1950's glassware, pair of Mantle Vases. Flo Blue
pitcher, large Etched Betsey glass basket. Roseville vase. Candlewick, large Majolica compote, salt dips, 2 china & demitasse sets, Cranberry Opalescent dish. 2 Nue Opalescent
Epergne, Composition doll & Black jointed baby. Hummel figurine. Japan chocolate set.
McCoy pieces. Blue Willow dishes, Speas Vinegar jar. Buffalo Pottery- bab) plate. Black
Amythest pieces.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE • We realize this is a short notice. Mrs. Blackburn has
sold her home. Everything must be sold and moved on Saturday

II RIO 11. MS( II 11.1 - BROKER. P 35( II vl I Id \ I I 's I 511 "117-9223
011fRf I I 1115\t,1SSO('RIE 435-4420.1)5\ 3111.1 FR tssoCI 31F:435-4144
I icrosed & Bonded in KA' & Tenn. #12/41 I•irin 2333
-My Service 1.0tie%st't Ow,It 1*v,-
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1998 Glastron GS-249
cruiser Low hours
Great prooact boat at a
great price Blue book s
$18K
over
First
it
$10,000
takes
(270)436-5998

Call for Appointment (270) 759-4811
Suit,: 41111, 300 South Rth S reet
1‘.1 12071

YARD SALE
2695 ST AT
121N
FRI & SAT
7AM-?
3 FAMILIESLOTS OF
EVERYTHING

Real Esti*
1-285 acres Owne
financing
available
(270)489-2116 leave
message
FOUR bedroom apart- ment, one bedroom
apartment, two efficiencies all under one roof.
South of university 11/2 blocks.
1-312-861-0942. Make
an offer.

irl
\* ;i91,

FEATURES:
• Located in city limits
• 4 bedroom, 3 full baths
• Office • Formal Dining Room
• 2 Living Rooms • Plus Extra Lot
• 3,800 sq. ft. under roof
• 3,200 sq. ft. living area
• House Completely Remodeled

Call 753-1624 after 5:00 p.m.

Bob Billington

Robert 841linglon..11.

Jason Billington

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE

Waterfield Student Union build- ins at Murray State University.
Richard Lewis, chief executive
officer to Kentucky Gov. Julian
Carroll, will be the speaker.
Published is picture of Z.C.
Enix talking with members of
the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club who made a
tour of his store. Enix Interiors,
Chestnut Street. Murray.
. 40 years ago
A Veterans Day Parade on
Nov. 11 will leave from Murray
State College at 3:30 p.m. Four
companies of about 800 ROTC
members at MSC will march in
the parade. according to Cleo
Sykes of the local post of the
Legion.
Murray Chief of Police Burman Parker warns motorists to
watch for the four-way stop now
at the intersection of North 12th
and Chestnut Streets.
Mrs. Joe McCuiston was leader
for the Baptist Women's Day of
Prayer held at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
50 years ago
The home ot Orval Evans on
North Third Street, Murray, was
destroyed by fire on Nov. 9.
Cannon Parks was in charge
of a program. "firm Foundation
Through Better Health and Safety" presented at a meeting of the
Ha/el High School Unit of Parem-Teacher Association: Mrs. Art
Lasender is president of the PTA.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital. include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Maynard, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Pace,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Edward Culp. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Hosford and a boy to
e
Cortunerc
of
Chamber
Murray
Mr. and Mrs. John McNeely.
on
401 have its annual banquet
Nos-. 114 in the main ballroom of

lit years ago
Published is a picture oi
toway County Farm Agent Ted
Howard being roasted by Danny
Cunningham. local farmer, at the
event held in his honor. Howard
will retire in January alter serv mg for 30 years as an agent. He
succeeded his late father-in-law.
S.V /my. when he came to Murray.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary has donated an
------‘110)-2 newborn heating--ac-reen,
to the hospital's nursery. The
machine is used to detect a hearmg problem in infants.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Tuck
were married 50 years Oct. 27.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Kentucky Department Inspectors Karl
strode and Henry Bishop cheektog the progress on the US 641
Nonh bridge being built across.
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce office.
:iorth of Murray.
Beginning Nov. II. Sunhird airlines will provide Murray and
Paris. Tenn.. with commuter airone service to Memphis. Teon.
Calloway County High School
I ,akers lost 10-8 to Marshall Court, v Marshals in a - football game.
Births reported include a girl
lo Ste% e and Mitri Parrish. a boy.
to Charles and Paula Reeder and
t boy to Mark and Tamara Henon. Nov. 6.
JO years ago
_A tobacco barn and 2,600
-ticks of tobacco, owned by Craw.ird Armstrong, were destroyed
fire yesterday around 4:07

DEAR ABBY: I have been
married to my college sweetheart. "George," for 20 years.
He's a great husband, a good
father, and we are very compatible. He's the kind of man who
me
brings
flowers for
no reason,
who
and
would rather
home
cooking dinner with me
than almost
anywhere.

Dear Abby
Recently a
woman
called to tell
that
me
George was "screwing around"
all over town, and she thought I
should know I was married to a
"pervert." She hung up before I
could comment. Abby. George
swears he is not having an affair
and has always been faithful.
He insists that she's just a crazy
person.
Of course, I have to believe
the man I have known for 24
years over a complete stranger,
but this has been devastating. It
has made me question my
choice to he a stay-at-home
mom„ and made me nervous in
crowds thinking that someone is
watching me -- or us -- when
we're out together.
George is trying. hard to he
there for me and says he'll go to
marriage couAseling with me or
whatever I need. I know he
By Abigail
Van Buren

loves me and our three children.
But I can't help feeling violated
and depressed, and I'm resentful
that this stranger has the power
to make me question my own
happiness. Please help me. -THREATENED IN N.Y.

_ALL.. the 1 14th slas itl
20(15. There are 51 day,. len
in file 1rt:I1r.
Highlight in HistoOn Nits. 10. 1775, the U.S.
. %s ere organiied under
\tarok.
:willows of the Continental
( ongress
Iii this date:

B6Y E31_ Ili

1919. the American
.Id its first national
OM% onion. in Minneapolis.
1928. Hirohtto• was
In
enthroned as Emperor of Japan.
In 1942, Winston Churchill
delisered a speech .in London
in which he said, "I have not
become .the King's First Minister to preside over the liquidation of the British Empire."
In 1954, the Iwo Jima

Memorial was dedicated by
President Eisenhower in Arlington, a.
In 1964. the chtildren's eduprogram "Sesame
cational
Street" made its debut on PBS.
In 1975, the U.N. General
Assembly approved a resolution equating Zionism with
racism (the world body repealed
the resolution in December
1991-1.
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THREATENED:

DEAR

Take your husband up on his
offer of counseling, because
you HAVE been the victim of
an emotional
an assaultassault. In a sense, you have
been violated. A wise person
once told Me that depression is
"anger turned inward." A therapist can help you direct your
anger where it belongs -- at the
anonymous caller.
Please don't let the venom
some stranger attempted to
spread poison your marriage.
You know rationally that your
husband loves you and demonstrates it in every way he, can.
Whoever made that call may be
angry at you or your husband
for some perceived slight. She
may be a kook. She could even
beapi high school student who
was dialing =dungy for kicks.
It's not as unusual as you might
think.

Todaylnilistory
In

Tense drive causes
lasting trouble

Anonymous phone call tips
wife's world upside-down

LookingBack

Hy Thr issociated Press

Murray Ledger & Times
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DEAR ABBY: I .have been

on the
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there experience that you had
reaction to
normal life after catching photo highway. I share your
and
sensitivity? I had been on the the 80 mph eighteen-wheelers
and
roads
our
clog
that
SUVs
—
hours
nine
least
at
road for
all nighttime exceed reasonable speed limits on
— a regular basis.
driving
I can cruise al 75 on expressa
when
ways (an event that is excessive)
wrong turn
put me on a while being passed by other vehisuper stretch cles that blow by me at rates I
of highway cannot define. This isn't what realno ly bothers me, though. It's the
having
turns. I must fact that these speeding vehicles
have traveled often tailgate slow drivers. I do
at least 400 not believe that tailgating is appromiles out of priate, regardless of cruising
Dr. Gott the way. The speeds.
Consequently, while I accept
speed limit
By
was 70, but your physician's conclusion that
have
Dr. Peter Gott traffic moved your initial reaction may
way over 90 been photosensitivity, 1 do not agree
cause.
mph. This traffic required me to that your rash has the same
the
monitor
you
that
suggest
I
turn.
a
for
looking
strain my eyes
weeks,
I was forced to endure the head- situation for two or three
stay off the interstate and get back
lights of the approaching traffic.
all
When I finally did reach my to me as needed. And, by
giving me
for
you
thanks
means,
the
dark,
still
was
it
residence
an excuse to blow off steam about
time being after midnight.
driving
The next morning. I noticed the nationwide, dangerous
be
that the right-side of my face was practices that really should
addressed by the proper authoriswollen around the eye. ,
My doctor said I had contact- ties,
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am writed photo-sensitivity, prescribed
opinion
methylprednisolone(4 mg)and said ing you concerning your
Herb
there would be no need to return. of the Herbal Healer Academy
Yet, while all the swelling has Tea Bulk. It contains burdock,
and
subsided, a skin ra.sh has devel- sheep sorrel, turkey rhubarb
oped all around the lower neck slippery elm herbs.
Is it any benefit in the prearea, the right side being more
vention of cancer'?
intense.
DEAR READER: None whatThe itching is so pronounced
Save your money.
soever.
to
desire
a
have
that, at times, I
To give you related informaend it all. Day and night the
of
intense itching continues. Only tion, 1 am sending you a copy
Other
when J finally fall asleep do I my Health Report "Herbs and
Healing Facts." Other readers who
get any relief.
a
Is there any cream-type med- would like a copy should send
enveication that may provide some long, self-addressed, stamped
lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
relief?
44092.
DEAR READER: I suspect Box 167, Wickliffe, OH
title.
the
mention
to
sure
Be
of
symptom
g
that your continuin
rash is probably the consequence
If stress, from the extraordinary

married three years. After the
wedding. I .chose to keep my
maiden name for both personal
reasons.
professional
and
Eseryone in my life has honored my decision with one glaring exception -- my parents.
On my wedding announcements, my son's birth announcement, legal documents -- even
plane reservations -- they have
either given me my husband's
last name or hyphenated my
name. I have called and begged
problems with the plane tickets.
and all of my wedding
birth
and
announcements
announcements were wrong.)
Every time I ask them to stop,
they tell me I am the onesausing the problem. and then they
either get angry or promise not
to do it again -- and then goahead and do it.
Obviously. I am hurt and
frustrated by their refusal to
honor my decision. How should
I handle this without causing a
huge family fight? -- STILL.
"JANE SMITH" .
DEAR JANE: You can't control what your parents call you,
t. refer iii yoir-Bittor .ow
you can control who places an
order.for loanial announcements
-and- make's--plane reservations
for you. As to legal documents,
I would think you would have to
he correctly identified in order
for the document to be valid.
The way to solve this prob
lem is to stop relying on your
parents to do things for you and
take control of your life. You
don't have to he confrontational.
but the more independent you
are. the less what they do can

ContractBridge
continued with the queen, ruffed by
South. Declarer cashed the A-K of
spades and ruffed a spade in dummy,
then led the ten of hearts and finessed
after East followed low.
West woo with the ace and had no
trouble finding the proper return of
the jack of spades. Declarer ruffed
with dummy's eight, and East overruffed with the queen. East retumed
a club, and declarer later lost a diamond trick to go down one.
South missed his cue at the critical moment when he ruffed the
fourth round of spades in dummy,
knowing full well that East would be
able to overruff with the queen. East
could not have had another spade,
and he was furthermore certain to
have the queen of hearts. sincedummy's ten had forced West's ace
on the preceding trick.
Instead, South should have discarded a diamond from dummy
when West led the jack of spades.
Over the long haul, a player will
him to
miss limy more simple plays than This would have allowed later on
compljetted ones, if only because the trump a diamond in dummy
greatly reduced
simple 'Slays occur far more often. and thus would have
the possibility of East's scoring a
Reducing errors in this area should
hearts.
be the primary goal of all players try- trick with the queen of
In the actual deal, the diamond
ing to improve their game.
would have
Take this case where South failed discard from dummy
been well rewarded, and South's
to make four beans after making an
been a spade.
error that should have been easy to only losers would have
a heart and a club.
avoid West led the king of clubs and
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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South dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•
+95
8110 8 6 3
•15 2
*1 9 7 4
EAST
WEST
•Q 6 2
•1 8 7 4
Q2
A5
•Q10943
*86
*863
46AKQ102
SOUTH
•A K 103
(PK 1 974
•A K 7
*5
The bidding:
East
North
South' • West
Pass
Pass
2*
1V
Pass
3 IP
Pass
2•
4
Opening lead --- king of clubs.
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•
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IT'S TOUGH
10 TALK WITH
A DAY
PLANNER UP
YOUR NOSE

1 Eggs partner
4 Winner s shout
7 Unfeeling
it Sculpture
medium
12 Muhammad 13 Donkeys
comment
14 Elevator
inventor
15 Briefcase itern
16 Tom
17 Armload
of papers
19 Blue Grotto isle
21 Water
on the Seine
22 Telescope lens
24 Puppy bite
27 Comrades .
28 Ford a river
29 With all one s
heart
32 Rough fabric
34 Purple flower
35 Strong
as ven son
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36 Dover s St
37 Item for a
collector
39 Work in the
garden
42 More than odd
44 Hex
46 Garden spot
48 Pub pint
5Q Lubncates
51 Presently
52 Narrow inlet
53 singer
- Adams
54 Taking bird
55 Not hesitate
56 Be in a dead
heat
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7 10-4 buddy
8 Scrt al number
9 Drop behind
10 Change color
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feature
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18 Farm newborn
20 Web-suder's
need
23 Tissue layer
25 NW state
26 Vitality
27 Sox sets
28 Like some
smiles
29 Accomplished
30 Previously
31 Wing flap
32 Ka-pow'
33 Out callers
35 Cett's
language
37 Grad. almost
38 Sparkling
adornment
39 Alpine moppet
40 Stan's partner
41 Besides
43 Ms Ferber
45 Ballad miter
46 FaN veggie
47 Some
49 Dine
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